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Abstract
Most industrial robots used today work behind fences.
Even in those cases where the fences are substituted by
electro sensitive protective equipment (ESPE), the
position of the separation between human’s and robot’s
workspace is invariable.
This work presents an integrated solution that allows
flexible human-robot workspace separation. The
algorithms, responsible for maintaining the separation, are
based on the tracking of objects that enter the workspace.
These algorithms are divided into proximity monitoring
and path planning. The demonstrator, developed in this
work, consists of a 3D Camera, an industrial jointed arm
robot and a desktop computer.
The main part of this work focuses on the algorithms that
evaluate the collected data and compute a collision free
path for the robot. A software interface has been
developed, that finds intrusions in the robot’s vicinity and
changes the robot’s path accordingly.
It is also shown, which integration level has been reached
and which problems could not be covered in the course of
this project. The applicability of such a system in praxis is
discussed, depending on the current safety standards and
available technology.
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1 Introduction
The first industrial jointed arm robot was invented in 1954 and first used in 1962 for industrial
production [64]. At the end of the year 2008 the IFR Statistical Department, a group hosted by the
VDMA (association of German machine and machinery manufacturer) [59], estimates the amount of
operational industrial robots at over one million [58]. About 140,000 of those robots are estimated to
be in use in Germany [58].
Due to the regulations of European law and standards, most of those robots work behind rigid fences
to ensure the safety of human operators in the vicinity. With the approval of laser scanners for safety
applications in 1998 [60] and SafetyEye [47], a camera system, in 2006, some fences have been
replaced by electro sensitive protective equipment (ESPE), but the rigid borders between human and
robot still remain.
The constantly increasing demand for the possibility of collaborative tasks, according to [70] a
cooperative task between human and robot, also increases the demand on systems with less rigid
separation mechanisms. Experimental research to free the robots from their fences started in the 80s
[3], after the first death related to a robot accident occurred in 1982 [1]. Although the number of
projects working on this topic is constantly increasing, until today no application is known to be
approved for industrial production.
The work on the presented project started in 2007. Earlier studies [77] provided an insight into
possible approaches towards the mechanisms of human robot collaboration. As a result from those
studies a new approach to the problem was formulated and tested [78].
This project describes the new approach, a flexible borderline control of “human-robot workspace
separation”, and shows its implementation into a demonstrator at the BGIA – Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health. The demonstrator consists of a 3D time of flight camera, a jointed
arm robot with a safety control system and a PC. The data collected from the camera and the robot are
processed in the PC, with the result that the robot evades persons and objects.

1.1 Problem Formulation
Robots in today’s industries work behind fences. This reduces their field of application, especially
when collaboration between humans and robots is needed.
Certain approaches towards a free robot have been made already, but until today, no practical solution
usable in praxis is known.
The BGIA, hosting this project, is a leading research institute in the case of industrial safety related
applications. One important goal of the division “Accident Prevention / Product Safety” is to find a
solution for the problem that allows maximum flexibility of the robot with minimum risk to the human
operators.

1. Introduction
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Humans usually do not feel comfortable working alongside a robot without physical borders.
Therefore, as a secondary goal, a method has to be found, that increases the trust in a freely accessible
system.

1.2 Task Description
The goal of the framework project, consisting of this project and previous work [77] [78], is to provide
a demonstrative workplace, showing an industrial robot working in flexible boundaries while evading
dynamic objects.
The workplace set up in this project is to be demonstrated with real human operators.
To achieve the necessary safety, the robot is only allowed to drive at a safely monitored speed under
the constant supervision of a human operator. This allows the use of equipment that does not fulfil the
safety standards needed in real industrial automatic production. Therefore this work is only a
feasibility study and not designed at this stage for industrial production.
The required hardware, a robot, a sensor and a logical unit, was chosen in the previous work [78],
where they were handled separately. In this work the hardware is to be combined in order to act as a
unit. Therefore a controlling software program is to be developed, which implements and tests the
desired flexible boundaries.
On the software side, algorithms of previous work [77], have to be implemented and tested. Where
those algorithms lack feasibility or completeness, new algorithms have to be designed, implemented
and tested. The performance of the developed solution has to be shown, with respect to the safety of
the system.
On the hardware side, a 3D camera provides data about the workspace which have to be evaluated by
a controlling program running on a PC. Based on the analysis of the acquired 3D data the program has
to send commands to the attached robot, controlling its movements. The optimal spatial arrangement
of the hardware has to be determined and realized. The spatial arrangement of the 3D camera thereby
has to be flexible, to test different perspectives on the workplace.
Additionally to the functional demonstrator, a depiction of the acquisition and analysis of the data has
to be programmed that allows a live observation of the single steps of the program.
All regulations and standards concerning safety have to be considered.

2. Overview on human-robot
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2 Overview on human-robot collaboration
2.1 State of the art
Since the invention of the joint arm robot in 1954 by George Devol, founder of the company
Unimation, and its first usage in 1962 by General Motors [64], humans have been separated from
industrial robots to assure their safety. Until the end of the 20th century this separation was achieved by
rigid fences.
A major step towards a fenceless workplace was achieved in 1996, when the sourcecode SICK
programmed for lasercannes was approved or safety related applications [60] by the BGIA, and later
in 1998, when the first laser scanner, the PLS 101-312 by SICK, was approved for safety related
applications [60] by the BGIA.
The next step was achieved in 2006, when the company Pilz GmbH & Co. KG introduced a system,
called SafetyEye [47], which is based on cameras (see Figure 1).
With respect to safety, both systems, laser scanner and SafetyEye, can differentiate between three
different situations. Therefore their field of view can be separated into non protective and protective
fields. The protective field thereby is separated into a warning and a safety area. If there is no object in
the protective field, the robot is fully functional. If an object enters the warning (yellow) area, the
speed of the robot is reduced, and if an object enters the safety (red) area, the robot is stopped.
In case of the SafetyEye, no action is taken for objects in the working (blue) area, since intruding
objects can not be distinguished from working material or the robot itself.
Although laser scanner and cameras allow easy changes of these boundaries between production
cycles, during production the human and the robot are still separated by a nonflexible invisible fence,
and no real collaboration is possible.
SafetyEYE

Protective Field

Robot

Robot’s working space

Figure 1: Pilz SafetyEYE - an invisible fence [47]
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2.2 State of science – Related Work
The first approaches on safe interactions of humans and industrial robots were made in the 80s. After
the first death of a worker related to a robot accident, reported in 1982 [1], safety studies in 1983
concluded that a robot could only be safe if the robot could detect the approach of a human and react
accordingly [2].
In 1985 [3] Graham and Meagher of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York investigated
microwave, ultrasound, infra-red and capacitive sensors on their applicability in collaborative
workplaces. They continued their work, together with Derby, in 1986 [4] resulting in the conclusion
that “much research still needs to be done on robotics safety”. The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute is
still working in the field of safe robot-human collaboration. In one of their latest projects from 2007
[5] Meisner, Isler and Trinkle used a galvanic skin response sensor, measuring the workers stress
level, to generate robot trajectories.
In 1989 [6] Takakura et al. outfitted a robot with torque sensors and programmed an algorithm that
worked on contact sensing and memorization of objects. Although this approach was not feasible in
praxis, due to the reduced speed of the robot, in order to avoid any damage by collisions, and problems
with dynamic objects, whose changed positions can not be tracked, the idea of using torque sensors
persists until today (see chapter 2.2.2).
In 1992 and 1994 Novak and Feddema used capacity sensors for object avoidance [7]. The advantage
of this approach is that the robot does not need to touch the obstacle, but can sense it in its vicinity.
While increasing the sensor range from touch to close vicinity was an improvement, the problem in
this approach is the different reactions of capacity sensors to different materials.
Ebert and Henrich presented in 2002 a solution that used a multiple camera system to detect collisions
between the robot and obstacles [10]. The problems they reported for this approach existed in cells
being reported as occupied while free and vice versa and in the robot blocking the view of the cameras
in certain positions. In later projects by Henrich this problem has been reduced but not completely
solved (see chapter 2.2.3).
Heiligensetzer and Wörn demonstrated in 2002 [20] [21] a Kuka Robot, equipped with capacity
proximity sensors and haptic devices. Heiligensetzer continued the approach, using capacitive
proximity and tactile sensors, in 2004 [19] and 2007 [57]. A problem in approaches using force
sensors is always the reduced speed of the robot, which is necessary to avoid harm to humans. The
robot presented in 2007 was therefore also equipped with collision absorbing material, making it
possible to detect a collision before harm is done to the worker. Wörn continued his work in this field
in 2004 [22], together with Yigit and Burgart, by developing a reflex based control for industrial
robots, in which reflexes take over the control if a dangerous situation is detected.

2. Overview on human-robot
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In recent years the primary focus in the field of safe industrial robot collaboration was on the force
sensors, which detect only collisions, and on camera based solutions. In 2005 [17] Lu and Chung
presented a wrist force/torque sensors using robot, equipped with a weighted path planning algorithm.
The DLR lightweight robot [16] presented in 2007 allows torque sensing in its joints, which makes
fast collision based planning possible.
In 2007 F. Som, Manager Control Development Software – REIS Robotics, presented an approach
with a 3D camera mounted to the ceiling that observes the roboter’s working environment [56]. Little
information was given on the used hardware and algorithms, as well as on the state of the project, but
individual communication with Mr. Som showed that the hardware set-up of the approach from REIS
is similar to the set-up of the approach developed in this master thesis. Differences exists in the
handling of the acquired image data. For example REIS is trying to eliminate the robot for further
calculations by knowledge of its position, while this master thesis identifies the robot but keeps it in
the acquired data because of safety reasons.
Among other problems, camera based solutions suffer from occlusions of objects by other objects in
the workplace. This is a problem independent from the chosen approach, whether 2D data or 3D data
is acquired from the sensor system. Thus in recent years the number of studies on combining several
data sources has increased. In 2008 Elshafie and Bone [14], Mure and Hugli [24] and Lenz et al. [25]
presented solutions to this problem. Also the number of systems that try to anticipate human
behaviour, as shown by Lenz et al. [25], is increasing.
Another approach to the problem that has come up is equipping the human with sensors, rather than
the robot. This was shown by Meisner et al. [5] in 2007, as described above, and also by Tamei et al.
[26] who used a surface electromyogram in 2008 to simulate force sensors on the robot from the data
collected at the human body.

2.2.1 Morpha
From 1999 to 2003 the research project MORPHA was conducted [50]. The goal of this project was
the interaction, communication and collaboration between humans and intelligent robot assistants. In
the course of the project, several approaches on the given topic were presented.
As one of the first results on industrial robot arms from this project Wösch and Neubauer showed in
2001 an eight degree of freedom robot with a stereo camera system, a laser scanner and a tactile sensor
skin that could evade humans [8]. They used real forces, measured by the tactile skin, as well as
virtual forces, induced from the model of the environment, to move the robot arm away from objects.
In the MORPA project "rob@work" in 2002, Helms, Schraft and Hägele used a camera mounted at the
ceiling and a 3D laser scanner behind the working place, to achieve a collaborative workplace of a
human and an industrial robot arm [9]. The robot arm was mounted on a mobile platform and could
thus be transported to other workplaces, while the camera and 3D laser scanner were stationary.

2. Overview on human-robot
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While the camera was used to detect humans in the workspace and reduce the robot’s operation speed
in the near vicinity of the human, the 3D laser scanner results were used for path planning. Due to the
usage of only one 3D scanner, the robot arm induced blind spots in the environment.
Also a contribution to MORPHA was made in 2004 by Stopp et al. [11]. They used multiple laser
scanners and a 360 degree overhead camera on the DaimlerChrysler Manufacturing Assistant, a
normal industrial robot by Reis GmbH & Co. KG Maschinenfabrik, mounted on a mobile platform.
The software created static and dynamic protective fields, based on the current task and position,
which caused the robot to slow down if approached, up to the point of standing still without an
emergency stop. The system also included a force sensor in the endeffector that allowed the program
to detect, if a human was trying to acquire the object currently held by the robot, in which case the
object was released.

2.2.2 Phriends
From October 2006 till September 2009 the Phriends (Physical Human Robot Interaction –
depENDability and Safety) project [45] is conducting research on physical human-robot interaction.
The DLR (German Aerospace Center) and KUKA Roboter GmbH, both participants in the MORPHA
project, also take part in this project. Part of this work is the investigation into the field of safe
interaction of humans and robots without any separation in time or place. To acquire this grade of
collaboration the robot has to be outfitted with force sensors.
A first result of this project is the KUKA lightweight robot [53]. This seven degrees of freedom
industrial joint arm robot is equipped with integrated sensitivity sensors, that allow the robot to follow
human guidance and detect impacts. Impact tests at 2m/s were conducted, which show that the robot
combined with its control does only minimal hurt to the human body.
At present the Phriends team is working on solutions using two 2D cameras, one to observe the area
and one mounted to the robot for close observation.

2.2.3 Simero
Safety strategies for human-robot-cooperation (SIMERO [51]) is a project of the University of
Bayreuth. This project is supervised by Prof. D. Henrich and based on his approach [10] from 2002.
The sensor used in this project is a multi 2D camera system, where all cameras are placed strategically
in the working area. The different angles of the camera were chosen to minimize the occlusion by
dynamic objects and the robot itself. This allows the robot to evade the human horizontally and
vertically.
While some problems have been solved during the course of the project, in 2008 changes in the
lighting conditions in the environment still cause difficulties. Along with pre-processing cameras and a
new approach on path planning, these difficulties will be addressed in the future work of the project
[13].

2. Overview on human-robot
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2.3 Overview of the project at the BGIA
Prior to this master thesis two project reports have been created [77] [78], which have laid the
foundation of this thesis and their results are included in this report.
This chapter summarizes the complete framework project, consisting of both reports and this thesis.
The overall goal of the complete project is to develop a collaborative workspace, consisting of an
industrial jointed arm robot, a sensor system and a control system that allows a human operator to
work safely in close proximity of the robot.
In the R&D 1 report: “Development of a prototype of an autonomous motion control for assisting
industrial robots” [77] several approaches to this topic were evaluated (see chapter 2.2) and a solution
to the topic was developed.
At the beginning of the R&D 2 project the developed theoretical approach to the above mentioned
solution was discussed on the point of feasibility. An optimal tradeoff between functionality and
feasibility was found, which is briefly described in chapter 2.3.1, along with the different algorithms in
chapter 2.3.2 that are needed for the completion of the project in this master thesis.
The hard- and software, discussed in the R&D 1 report, on which the project is implemented, was
selected in the R&D 2. A description of this hard- and software, as well as its assembly in this master
thesis, can be found in chapter 3.
The main attention of this report is on the designed program that shows how the robot can be
controlled to evade dynamic objects in its working place. Additionally, in chapter 6.4, the performance
of the system is evaluated and compared to an optimal system.

2.3.1 Path planning approach
As described in the previous R&D 1 report [77], there are several modes of safe human-robot
collaboration that can be achieved. The easiest is to separate the human and the robot completely, thus
allowing no cooperation at all. The most difficult is to allow the human and the robot touching each
other, while still executing tasks. To collaborate with a human, robots have to sense their complete
environment and act accordingly, because safety, mainly of the human operator, is always the biggest
issue.
The approach described in the R&D 1 report has been designed to allow a high degree of collaboration
between human and robot, enabling the human to touch and interact with the robot at all times. This
approach not only puts high demands on the required hardware, using for example at least two high
tech 3D cameras, but also needs a lot of computational effort, which in turn puts high demands on the
processing capabilities of the logical unit.
Based on the knowledge, acquired in the first report, a practical approach was found. This approach is
a tradeoff between the functionality of the previously developed algorithm and the simplicity of a
fence. It was develop in the R&D 2 report [78] and can best be described as a flexible fence. Human
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and robot are still separated, but the human is allowed to enter the robot’s working area. The robot is
working around the human or, if no alternative path is available, waiting for the human to leave the
occupied path.
The flexible fence is realized with only one 3D camera, mounted above the robot and looking
downward at the working area, as depicted in Figure 2.
Camera

Working Area

Robot

Robot

Figure 2: Assembly of the workspace

Since the camera delivers distance information for each observed pixel, the knowledge about an
intruding dynamic object can be build by comparing the distances measured in the empty workspace
(background image – see chapter 5.2.1) with the distances currently observed in the workspace. An
intruding object is recognized through its lower distance values.
As long as there are no intruding objects, which might be dynamic or stationary, in the working area,
the robot can execute its normal tasks. If objects intrude into this guarded working area, the space they
occupy has to be excluded from the robot’s possible movement. This reduced space is depicted by the
red dashed line in Figure 3.
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b)
Camera

Blind Spot
Robot

intruding Object
intruding Object

Blind Spot

Camera

Robot
Blind Spot

Blind Spot

Figure 3: Camera’s view on the working space a) from the side and b) from top

The blind spots below the intruding objects, as well as below the robot itself are problematic. The
camera can not observe the area within those blind spots. From the knowledge of the robot’s physical
dimensions and the past distance values observed by the camera, showing the static background, it can
be assumed, as long as the blind spot of the robot has not been connected to any other blind spot, that
the space below the robot is still free of new objects. Therefore a path planning algorithm can plan the
robot’s path accordingly. If those blind spots would connect at any time, the knowledge about the
static background can no longer be used, since a new dynamic object could have entered the robot’s
blind spot via the blind spot of the detected dynamic object.
For path planning this leads to the restriction that the robot may never work in the blind spot of a
detected object, since this space can not be monitored. It also may not cast its own blind spot on
intruding objects or touch the object, since the blind spots of the robot and the intruding object would
otherwise merge. At this point the blind spot below the robot can no longer be considered free of
objects, since other objects can pass from one blind spot to the other, without being detected.
Theoretically, if this would happen, the robot could only be allowed to move upwards, towards the
camera. The problem in this case would be that the monitoring of the workspace below the robot can
no longer be deduced from history. The knowledge of the workspace below the robot is lost. To insure
safety, the robot’s motions are stopped in such a case. The robot’s workspace needs to be checked
manually by the human operator. After a successful inspection the operator can allow the robot to
continue.
As an additional approach, it is possible not to control the robot’s trajectory, but only its speed in
accordance to the robot’s distance to an intrusion. This approach can be based on the same data
acquired by the 3D camera. It has a lower rate of productivity, since the robot is not avoiding obstacles
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but stopping and waiting in a safe distance from the intrusion. Its advantage is its simpler realisation,
which can be easier verified for freedom from errors.
Both approaches can be combined. In this case, only the distance measurement needs to be approved
for safety related work. The robot can not collide with any object due to path planning, if its approach
on those objects is monitored. The functionality of the path planning algorithm is then only relevant
for the performance of the process.

2.3.2 Necessary algorithms and features
To complete the given task several sub-goals had to be reached. The developed and applied solutions
are described in chapter 4 and 5.
There is no interface available from the manufacturer that allows the control of the chosen industrial
robot with a C++ program. To remotely control the robot, only a set of XML (extended markup
language) commands are available (see chapter 3.5 and chapter Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht
gefunden werden.) that have to be sent to the robot via TCP/IP. From those XML commands an own
C++ interpreter had to be created. The XML commands are limited in their amount and can not be
extended by the user. The robot needed to be controlled with relative and absolute positioning
commands, but the relative positioning commands are not supported by the given XML commands.
The solution to the relative control was achieved in the R&D 2 project [78]. In this master thesis the
C++ library of the commands implemented in the R&D 2 was created (see source code on CD).
The chosen 3D camera delivers a set of image data, containing the distance of objects and their
reflectivity in the used near infrared spectrum. The image data delivered by the 3D camera can not be
interpreted by a human observer. The values of reflectivity are usually very close to each other,
resulting in a mostly black image when depicted in greyscale, and thus have to be enhanced, in order
to depict an understandable image. The distance data need to be interpreted by the program as well, to
show an understandable image.
The optical analysis by a human observer is not only necessary for the development process of the
final program. The illustration of the correctly working algorithm next to the robot can, especially at
the introduction of this new technology, also enhance the operators trust in the developed concept.
Algorithms for the reflection image as well as the distance image have been developed in previous
work [78] and combined in this thesis with highlighting algorithms that show the robot, dynamic
objects and the flexible border or the distance between robot and object, depending on the chosen
algorithm.
From the distance data, delivered by the 3D camera, the background of the empty workspace has to be
acquired as a reference image, in order to be able to find intrusions later. Those intrusions have to be
distinguished into robot and other objects. Problems in this area are mainly induced by the fluctuation
noise, present in the acquired distance data. In order to achieve the desired goal, filters had to be tested
and implemented, which reduce the fluctuation noise as much as possible.
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From the data about the robot’s actual position and the actual position of all other intrusions, a speed
control and a path planning has to be developed.
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3 Description of the hard- and software
To achieve the desired goal, a robot avoiding dynamic objects, in addition to the robot further hardand software is needed, as Figure 4 shows.

Control Program

Data
Acquisition

3d Camera

Control
Panel

PLC

Control
Commands

Safety
Controller

Data
Processing

Control
Commands

PC
Robot
Control
Commands

Control
Cabinet

Figure 4: Hard- and software, necessary for the approach from chapter 2.3.2

The complete assembly consists of:
- robot
- control cabinet, housing the robot’s programmable logic controller (PLC) and a safety controller
- control panel
- 3D Camera
- PC
- controlling program
The controlling program, running on the PC, is collecting data from the 3D camera, build by Mesa
Imaging AG, processing this data and sending controlling commands to a PLC according to the
computed results. The PLC controls the robot, as long as the control panel sends an approval signal.
All the time, the reduced speed of the robot is monitored by the Esalan-SafetyController, by ELAN,
which was developed in cooperation with REIS and the BGIA [54].
A detailed diagram, showing the connection between the PC and the robot, respectively the PC and the
camera, can be found in chapter 3.6.
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To select appropriate hard- and software for the project, several considerations have been made:
- Robots, used in today’s industry, exist in many shapes and sizes. Since most of the industrial
tasks that require human-robot collaboration also require a high degree of freedom (DoF) of the
robot’s endeffector, a jointed arm robot was chosen for this project. Since a six DoF joint arm
robot is the most common joint arm robot in the manufacturing industries, it is the most
reasonable choice. The robot chosen for the project was a RV30-16 by REIS.
- If the wrong commands are given, this robot might be dangerous to its environment and itself.
Therefore it is reasonable to simulate its behaviour prior to the implementation in praxis. For
simulating the robot’s behaviour, when controlled by the PC, the simulation-software
RobOffice 20.3, developed by REIS, was used throughout the whole project. This software
behaves in most points similar to the robot and gives a good anticipation of the final results.
Since some deviations do exist, routines worked out with the simulation have to be carefully
rechecked on the real robot.
- Since finding a path for a joint arm robot is a task in a three dimensional room, the sensor results
should also be three dimensional.
The sensor’s range must be appropriate to cover the complete workplace.
The safety distance between robot and human is directly connected with the measuring time of
the sensor. Thus the measuring time should be as short as possible to reduce the required safety
distance to a minimum.
The best achievable results are yielded by 3D sensors like the 3D laser scanners used in previous
approaches in this field of science or 3D cameras, whose results are more inaccurate, but which
are considerably faster. Since the speed of the 3D laser scanners is not fast enough at this point,
this project is based on a 3D camera. The chosen sensor is the 3D Camera by Mesa Imaging AG,
the Swissranger SR-3100.
- It is common to communicate with a robot using an XML language (see literature in chapter 8.4).
There are several common languages proposed by different applicants from the robotics
industries, for example XIRP supported by the VDMA (see [38] and [39]) and RoboML (see [41]
and [43]), but until today no common structure for this language is standardized. The XMLlanguage used in this project, RSV COMMAND XML, is specified by the robot’s manufacturer
REIS.
- The camera’s manufacturer only supports a C++ library for the connection of PC and camera.
Since the functions contained in this library change with the version of the library, an interpreter
was programmed during this project that allows exchanging the library with as little effort as
possible.
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- The program, developed in this project has to be able to acquire data from the camera and the
robot and process this data in real time.
The XML commands controlling the robot are send via TCP/IP and sockets, which gives a lot of
freedom of choice for the programming language and the system.
The camera’s C++ library and the fact that C++ can work with sockets and is also known to be
considerably fast in execution, makes C++ the logical choice as the programming language.
- To achieve the best possible result in case of real time execution the program was executed on a
multicore processor. To make the best usage of the processor, the program was separated into
several tasks. With C++ this can be achieved easily using the .NET framework, which is
supported by MS Visual Studio 2008 Express.
- The operator at the robot has to be able to see the results of the algorithms, enabling him to
visually control their operation. OpenCV, a free library containing algorithms for graphical
analysis and image creation, was chosen for the depiction of the images, created by the program.

3.1 Jointed Arm Robot Reis RV30-16
A jointed arm robot resembles the arm of a human and has similar degrees of freedom (DoF). While
the human arm has 7 DoF, most robot arms, like the RV30-16, only have 6 DoF, since those are
enough for the robot’s endeffector to reach any pose (position and orientation of the endeffector)
within its working space. That means that all X, Y and Z coordinates and all Alpha-X, Beta-Y and
Theta-Z angles can be reached.
Figure 5 shows the RV30-16 by Reis and Figure 6 shows the kinematics for this jointed arm robot.

4

3
5
6
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1

Figure 5: Reis RV20-16 [52] with numbered axes
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Figure 6: RV30-16 kinematics – upper right arm configuration

The six rotational joints in Figure 6, also called revolute joints, are grouped based on two conditions.
One condition is whether their rotation changes the position of the next arms endpoint or not. The
other condition is whether it changes the next arms rotational angle or not.
- Joints 2, 3 and 5 only change the position of the next arm’s joint.
- Joint 4 only changes the angle of the next arm’s joint.
- Joint 1 changes both, the position and the angle.
- Joint 6 depends on the endeffector (the tool), that is mounted on the robot’s arm. If the tool centre
point is centred on the axis of joint 6 only the angle is changed (same as joint 4). If the tool centre
point is outside of the axis of joint 6, the position is changed as well (same as joint 1).
The robot’s kinematics results in two methods for position calculation, the forward kinematics and the
inverse kinematics.
The forward kinematics handles the question of the endeffector’s position, given specific angles of the
joints. This problem always yields one specific solution for each set of angles.
The inverse kinematic is a more complex problem. A six degree of freedom robot arm has up to eight
different possibilities to reach most endpoints, in special points, singularities, a multitude of
possibilities exist (see below). The six configurations are the right arm configuration or the left arm
configuration, each combined with the upper or the lower arm configuration and the flip and no-flip
position.
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The robot depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 is positioned in an upper right arm position. Right arm
position means his second joint is on the right side of the first one. The upper part is from the fact that
joint three is above the direct line from joint two to five.
If the robot’s first axis is turned by 180° and flipped over by turning axes two and three, the same
position could be reached with the left arm configuration. From both configurations the lower arm
configuration can be achieved, by turning axes two and three. Figure 7 shows the kinematics for a
robot in lower left arm configuration.

6

endeffector

5

robot base

rotational joint

2

4

robot arm

3
1

Figure 7: RV30-16 kinematics – lower left arm configuration

Flipping is achieved by the axes four, five and six. If axis four is turned by 180°, half a circle, axis five
is flipped to the other side and axis six is turned by 180° as well, the same position as before is
reached.
The path of the robot, defined by a start- and an endpoint, can be executed in two different ways. Since
both positions are defined by the angles of the robot’s joints, the easiest way to reach the endpoint is to
simply change every angle simultaneously, calculating the changing speed from the longest changing
time in all angles. This calculation can be achieved by applying a factor to the maximum possible
speed of the angle, as shown in Equation 1.
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tend n   t start n 
maxtend i   t start i 
6

i 1

Equation 1: Calculating the factor f for the speed of the individual angle n
according to the description in [76]

f n  factor to be applied to maximum speed of angle n

t start n  start time of movement for angle n
tend n  end time of fastest movement for angle n
The other, more complex, method to move the robot’s endpoint from one position to another is to
calculate a straight path between those points. To achieve this, the desired line is separated into small
changes and for every such change the angles of the axes are calculated, using inverse transformation.
Afterwards the results are connected by interpolation. Thus, the more points are used, the higher the
accuracy of the path.
Moving on a straight path can cause problems, if singularities exist in the calculated path. Singularities
are special points in the robot’s workspace where two or more joints are collinear (joint four and six in
the shown configurations in Figure 6 and Figure 7). In those points a multitude of possible
configurations exist (see [70] chapter 3.23). The singularities can cause problems when they exist in a
calculated path, because the robot might have to change the arms configuration (e.g. from flip to
no flip), which can not be done instantly. Thus the robot has to stop at such a point, which in turn can
be bad for the process (e.g. in special welding cases).
While being one of the smaller Reis robots, the RV30-16 can still handle up to 16 kg, which should be
enough for demonstrative purposes. Also the speed of the robot, which can be up to 4 m/sec is
sufficient for this task.
The robot is also equipped with electronic safety trips [48], designed by REIS. These trips monitor the
position of all of the robot’s joints and shut down the robot, if any joint malfunctions. Malfunctioning
can be a diversion from the parameters transmitted by the robot’s PLC, a dangerous increase in the
joints speed, e.g. while driving through a singularity, or entering of a zone that has been prohibited in
the setup phase of the trips. Finally, the trips guaranty that the robot’s endeffector is at the desired
position.
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3.2 3D Camera Mesa Swissranger
The chosen camera, the Mesa Swissranger SR-3100 (see Figure 8), is a Photonic Mixer Device
(PMD).

Figure 8: Mesa Swissranger SR-3100 [55]

PMDs are based on the principle of measuring the distance by the phase difference of an additional
amplitude modulation (see Figure 11) between the emitted and the received light.
All PMD devices are equipped with an own light source. Figure 9 shows the camera’s own LEDs
emitting light at a certain wavelength, near the infrared range. This light is reflected by objects,
loosing intensity in the process dependent on the reflecting surface. A filter in front of the camera’s
sensor subtracts any but the emitted wavelength (see [55]).

LEDs

Camera
Lens and Filter

Object

Figure 9: Camera emitting near infrared ray (blue) and receiving reflected ray (orange)

The camera’s internal electronic can measure the phase shift between emitted and received light,
depicted in Figure 10, resulting in a “Time of Flight” (ToF) measurement of the light wave.
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Amplitude
Loss in Amplitude
1.5*

Time

Phase-Shift
Figure 10: Example of a Phase Shift between two waves

By this ToF and the constant speed of light the distance from the camera to the object can be deduced.
Since this measurement is done in every pixel of the camera’s sensor chip, a two dimensional image of
distance information is gathered, equal to the human depth perception.
As long as it is constant and above the measuring threshold, the percental loss in amplitude between
the emitted and received light has no effect on the distance measurement. This loss can be used to
generate additional information on the received objects, which are normally displayed as a black to
white reflection image. Since the filter in front of the camera’s sensor filters out any light but the
emitted near infrared light, this image does not show the “normal” greyscale values, but the reflective
properties of the viewed material to this specific wavelength. Thus the actual colour of the objects can
not be recovered from this image, since there is no strong correlation between the object’s colour and
its reflectivity.
The disadvantage of using phase shift to measure the ToF is the limited range. Since the phase of the
light wave repeats itself after approximately 800nm the range would be limited to 400nm, half a
wavelength. This is why the amplitude of the emitted light is modulated as well (see Figure 11),
generating a second wave, to increase the range to about 7.5 meters.

Amplitude
superimposed amplitude wave

Time

Figure 11: Generating a superimposed wave by amplitude modulation

To achieve a range of 7.5 meters, the modulation of the amplitude needs to be at 20MHz, as shown in
the formula in Equation 2.
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c 1
  camera range
f 2
m
s  1  7.5m
20 MHz
2

299 792 458

Equation 2: Calculation of the maximum range

c being the speed of light

f being the used modulation frequency
Longer ranges would theoretically be possible by choosing other modulation frequencies. Due to the
physical restrictions of the used sensor chip (saturation time, etc.) 7.5 meters is the maximum range
for which the camera is usable, according to the manufacturer [55].
The advantage in using near infrared light is that the every other part of the spectrum, including the
visible light, can be filtered out before measuring.
The camera’s main characteristics are summarized in Figure 12, additional information can be found
in the first project report [77].
Model No.

SR-3100

Pixel array resolution

176 x 144 pixels

Field of view

47.5 x 39.6 degrees

Non-ambiguity range

7.5 m

Frame rate

Variable, max 50fps

Estimated Error

1% of measured distance
Figure 12: Table containing Camera Data, taken from [55]

As shown in the first project [77], recognition of the humans hand is assured for a distance of up to
three meters.
Detailed studies on the accuracy of the camera have been done by another BGIA project [80]. Their
result is that the camera’s accuracy does not depend on temperature in a range between -10°C and
+50°C. The camera delivers sufficiently reliable and repeatable results in a distance between 2 and 5
meters, provided that no material is present that does absorb most of the emitted light wave.
In the studies of this project only two materials (a grey jeans and a black shirt) have been found that do
not reflect the emitted waves sufficiently. In the case of the given application, this problem can be
handled as described in chapter 7.2.
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3.3 Workspace
The Workspace used to implement and test the developed program is located in a laboratory of the
BGIA, St. Augustin. The workspace is surrounded on three sides by walls which are more than 2.70m
high (see Figure 13). According to the standard EN ISO 13857 [73], it is not required to have any
distance between the robot and the walls, in order to secure human operators from reaching into the
robot’s working area.

3D camera

robot
laser scanners
control cabinet

control pannel

PC

reflective balls
Figure 13: Workspace in the BGIA

Towards the frontal opening, the workspace is protected with two SICK laser scanners, which monitor
the whole workspace. The laser scanners are positioned in such a way, that the robot is stopped, before
an operator can reach the hazardous area. These scanners are active if the robot is controlled by the
robot’s PLC alone, i.e. during the automatic mode of operation. In this project, the PC can only take
over the control of the robot, if the robot’s control panel is set to “adjusting”. In this mode the scanners
are muted by the robot’s so called safety controller (see chapter 3.1) and the safety is ensured by a
hold to run button at the control panel during operation. Additionally in this mode of operation the
speed of the tool centre point is reduced by its PLC to a speed of 250mm/sec which is safely
monitored by the robot’s safety controller.
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To protect the robot from harming any other equipment, protective zones have been implemented in
the robot’s safety controller and in the configuration of the electronic safety trips.
The 3D camera is mounted to an arm that is flexible in its horizontal and vertical position. This allows
fixating the camera in a height between 4m and 5m. Because of the given workplace setup in this
project, where little demonstration can be done to the side and behind the robot, the camera was
mounted in front of the robot, to increase the covered working area in the frontal location. This has to
be noticed in the risk assessment of the project (chapter 6.3) since the camera does not cover parts of
the working range behind the robot.
If the position of the camera was changed, a new setup is needed, in which the camera is adjusted to
the robot (see chapter 5.5.2). For this adjustment three reference blocks are used, which are balls
covered in highly reflective material. The exact positions for the reference blocks have been
determined during the programming phase of the project. These positions have been marked on the
ground, so that the reference blocks themselves can be removed from the working area after the
adjustment is completed (see Figure 14).

Figure 14: Robot working place with reflective balls (red circles)

Later versions of this project can use an adjustment program as described in chapter 7.2.

3.4 MS Visual Studio
Visual Studio is an integrated development environment designed by Microsoft. It includes several
tools that help in programming, like IntelliSense – an autocompletion tool for symbol names – and a
form designer tool for building graphical user interfaces (GUIs – see Figure 15).
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While Visual Studio supports many languages, the actual program developed in this project only used
the C++ environment. Thus it was possible, to implement the program in the 2008 Express Edition,
which is freeware.

Figure 15: MS Visual Studio form designer

3.5 Robot remote control language
The REIS robot’s control software is equipped with an extended markup language (XML) interface
[75]. This interface can be used to remotely control REIS robots via a TCP/IP connection. The
language used to communicate is RSV COMMAND XML, a language designed by REIS. A complete
listing of all used commands can be found in Appendix I.
The usage of this mode of control is not the intended use of the robot in industrial environments. To
prevent any PC connected to the robot from controlling it, this mode of operation is disallowed by
default. Two conditions have to be met in order to be able to control the robot with a chosen PC.
Firstly the XML support of the robot has to be explicitly allowed in the control software and set to a
specific IP address. Afterwards any device with that IP can establish a socket connection via TCP/IP
to the robot’s webserver (see chapter 3.6) and use this socket connection to transfer XML commands
and receive their appropriate responses.
Secondly the robot will only execute XML movement orders from a PC, if the robot is set to “External
Mode”. This mode can be set by a program running on the robot’s PLC, or by the usage of the robot’s
control panel.
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The XML commands are sent as arrays of characters. They start with <RSVCMD> and end with
</RSVCMD>. Each command has a client stamp, a number that can be freely chosen and that can be
used to assign responses to their respective commands.
The different commands are separated into three different application programming interfaces (API),
the transformation API, the symbol API and the API for the program memory.
- The transform API consists of commands used to convert coordinates into the different
coordinate systems. It contains functions for the calculation of the forward and inverse
kinematics, described in chapter 3.1.
- The symbol API is used to read and write values into variables. These variables can be used to
control the robot’s movement.
- The third API includes the commands necessary to read and write programs in the robot’s PLC’s
memory.
In this project, only the second API, the symbol API, was used, since all necessary data of the robot
are stored in global variables, which can be accessed and changed using the symbol API [76].

3.6 Control hierarchy
There are two control hierarchies to be considered in this project.
The first is the connection between the PC and the camera, which is provided via the universal serial
bus (USB), both to send requests as well as to receive responses (see Figure 16).
PC
USB

Figure 16: Control hierarchy between PC and Camera

The second, more complex, hierarchy involves the PC, the robot’s control panel, the robot’s control
cabinet and the robot itself. The complete hierarchy, created with information taken from a
presentation [56] and email correspondence, both by/with Franz Som, Manager Control Development
Software – REIS Robotics, is depicted in Figure 17.
The communication interface for an external PC is handled by a webserver of a programmable logic
controller (PLC). This interface is used by the developed program, described in chapter 5. The
connection to the webserver is handled via TCP/IP and the commands are sent as XML.
A control panel is directly connected to the PLC with the command transfer handled by a CAN bus.
For safety reasons, as described in chapter 3.3 and 3.5, the panel is needed to start the “external mode”
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of the robot. Afterwards it is continually needed to act as a hold to run button, while the robot is
remotely controlled by the PC.
CAN busses are also used to connect the PLC to the servo controllers and the Safety Controller, which
is charged with monitoring the correct execution of the position commands, as well as other safety
related features.

TCP/IP
(XML)

Control
Panel

PC

Webserver
CAN-Bus

PLC
CAN-Bus (A)

Positon encoder signals
Servocontroller

Servocontroller

Servocontroller

Servocontroller

Servocontroller

Servocontroller

motor power

Robot

CAN-Bus (B)

Safety
Controller

Control
Cabinet

Figure 17: Control hierarchy from PC to robot –
diagram created with the help of F. Som, REIS Robotics

If the safety controller detects an error in the execution of a command, it safely and redundantly cuts
the power to the robot’s motors, causing the motor’s brakes to activate.
Direct communication between the safety controller and the PC is not possible. Thus any errors in the
communication of PC and webserver can not be recognized by the safety controller. In a later
industrial implementation, the safety controller would have to be included in the process of object
avoidance, as described in chapter 7.2.
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4 Overall evading concept
In this chapter an overview of the developed concept for evading dynamic objects is presented. The
overall task is the acquisition of data from the sensors, the calculation of a collision free path for the
robot and its execution.
This overview focuses on the interactions of the single components of the workplace and their
interfaces. The different subprograms and algorithms themselves therefore are explained only briefly
in this chapter. A detailed explanation of the internal mechanics of the single algorithms can be found
in chapter 5. At this point, these detailed explanations are not necessary for the understanding of the
overall concept, but rather disturbing to the fluency of reading. They are meant for the detailed study
of the developed program.

4.1 Tasks hierarchy
The task of this project is a safety system. Safety systems need to be able to operate in real time, e.g.
their lowest possible response time must be at least as fast as the task demands. Therefore the
execution time of the developed program needs to be as fast as possible. It has to be considered that
image processing and path planning are tasks that require a relatively large amount of computational
effort.
Modern PCs are equipped with multicore CPUs that allow parallel processing of different tasks, if
those tasks are separated in the executed program in different threads. To use this advantage, the
developed PC-program has been divided into four separate tasks, organized in separate kernel threads.
In the used PC, a dual core processor was installed. By separation of the program into different threads
the operating system has the possibility of allocating the threads to different CPUs, to better balance
the computational load. This optimizes the execution time and contributes to the real time ability of
the program.
The tasks are divided into the following threads:
- Graphical User Interface (GUI)

(chapter 4.2)

- camera control

(chapter 4.3)

- path planning control

(chapter 4.4)

- robot control

(chapter 4.5)

The flow of the data, from the camera’s image acquisition to the robot’s PLC, is depicted in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Data exchange diagram

While the GUI and the robot control thread contain only few computations, the camera control and
path planning control thread share the main computational load.
Each thread contains a setup phase, in which important variables are initialized, and a continuous
processing loop, in which the computations are achieved. During this continuous loop certain variables
are checked to switch sub-parts on and off (see following chapters). The values of those variables can
be changed by the user using the GUI shown in Figure 19.
Exchanging information in variables accessed by different parallel tasks leads to consistency problems
in those variables. To allow the safe data exchanged between the tasks, a data exchange object was
created. This object handles the problem of dual access to single variables as well as the storage and
retrieval of data from files (see chapter 4.6).
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4.2 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The GUI, handled by the main thread, allows the separate control of all threads involved (see Figure
19). At this stage of the development of this work a main switch, allowing every part of the program to
be started simultaneously, was not programmed. The separate controls were necessary for a better
control of the whole program during this testing phase. The GUI therefore is divided into four regions:
- Camera Control
- Coordinate relations
- Path Planning Control
- Robot Movement Control
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Figure 19: Main control window
numbering in accordance with chapter 4.3 ff.

It has to be noted (see chapter 4.1) that even if the control of the threads is separated in the GUI for
testing purposes, they work together automatically, if all threads are started.
In the region “Camera Control” the connection to the camera can be established, respectively
disconnected if it was already established. Also the camera control thread is handled here, allowing the
single sub-programs of the camera control thread to be switched on and off.
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In the region “Coordinate relations” additional controls for the camera thread are collected. They are
only used during setup phase, if the camera’s position in the workspace has been changed (see chapter
3.3).
In the region “Path Planning Control” the path planning control thread is started / stopped. An
additional function is to allow the user to reset the collision detection (see chapter 5.3), such that the
robot can be allowed to continue working after an automatic stop induced by a collision.
In the region “Robot Movement Control” the connection between robot and PC-program is
established, respectively disconnected. Also the robot control thread is controlled here, allowing
among other things to manually change the robot’s position.
The single threads are described more precisely in the following chapters.
During the setup phases when the connection to the camera or to the robot is established, the GUI
window blocks further user access to all its functions. This is due to the fact that the GUI thread
handles those connections itself and does not delegate it to other threads. As described in previous
work [78], the connection to the robot takes some time, depending on the responding hardware (robot
or robot simulating PC).
Apart from those connection phases, the user can stop every thread separately at all times via the GUI.
Threads are closed by the GUI using the transmission of a “thread stop” exception. This allows the
user to stop the threads at every point during their execution, even if they are caught in a continuous
loop.

4.3 Camera control thread
As described in chapter 3.6, the camera is connected to the PC via USB. The functions used to
communicate with the camera are supplied by the manufacturer [55].
The camera controlling task handles the interpretation and display of the acquired images:
- Histogram equalization of the intensity image (algorithm see chapter 5.1.1)
- Display of the intensity image (see Figure 21a)
- Depth to colour conversion of the distance image (algorithm see chapter 5.1.2)
- Display of the distance image (see Figure 21b)
It also handles the processing of the acquired data and the display of the computed results:
- Acquisition of the workspace’s background (algorithm see chapter 5.2.1)
- Finding the intrusions in the distance image (algorithm see chapter 5.2.2)
- Displaying intrusions (see Figure 24)
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- Region extraction (algorithm see chapter 5.2.4.1) and identification from the found intrusions
(algorithm see chapter 5.2.4.3)
- Computation of the distance between robot and other regions (algorithm see chapter 5.4)
- Display of this distance (see Figure 27a)
- Computation of the space that can be reached by the robot (algorithm see chapter 5.5.3)
- Display of this space (see Figure 27b)
Since the computations and presentations of the results require a certain amount of processor time,
each part of the processing loop can be switched on and off by the user using the GUI (see Figure 19).
This allows for single testing of the routines as well as an optimized working process.
For better clarity, the flowchart of the continuous loop of the thread is split into Figure 20, Figure 22,
Figure 23, Figure 25, Figure 28 and Figure 30. The numbers and their colours in the flowcharts are in
accordance with the numbering of the GUI in Figure 19. Each numbered button of the GUI controls
one subpart of the camera control thread loop.

4.3.1 Intensity and distance depiction
Figure 20 contains the first part of the continuous loop.

Camera Control
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3
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Use 2
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Figure 20: Camera control thread – part 1
Timer, intensity and distance depiction
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The performance of the program must be known, in order to compute the necessary safety distance the
robot has to keep from the operator (see chapter 6.3). For measuring the performance of the single
parts of the program it is necessary to acquire the time a single loop takes to compute. Thus, at the
beginning of each loop the current processor time is taken and compared to the time of the last loop.
This allows for an estimation of the frames that are handled in a certain amount of time.
The number of frames handled per second changes within a small range between two loops. Thus, in
order to avoid problems in the depiction of the value, it is not continuously transferred to the thread of
the GUI, but is acquired by the GUI if the user pushes the respective button (“Get FPS” – Frames Per
Second) and displayed alongside the button. Also this has the advantage that the value can be better
taken during specific situations.
The first subpart that can be activated by the user in Figure 20 is the depiction of greyscale values.
These values represent the intensity of the light in the near infrared spectrum, reflected of observed
objects. A sample image is depicted in Figure 21a, including two operators in the workspace. The
depiction can be optionally enhanced by a histogram analyses that was developed during previous
work [78] (see chapter 5.1.1).
The second subpart is the depiction of the distance data as shown in the example in Figure 21b. This
algorithm (see chapter 5.1.2) was developed in another project [79] and already implemented in
previous work of this project [78].
a)

b)

Figure 21: a) Intensity Image enhanced by histogram analysis and
b) Distance Image

These two subparts of the program are mainly used during the setup phase of the workplace, when it is
assembled or reassembled. In this phase the 3D camera has to be positioned and adjusted to the
workplace. Both views are useful, since they show the camera’s actual view. They show the region,
covered from the camera in its current position, as well as problematic parts of the regions, where the
distance values change during continuous measurements due to the camera’s inconsistencies (see
chapter 3.2 and report [80]). This can be used to manually optimize the camera’s position.
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Since the project was developed to run as a demonstrator, these images are also used to explain the
camera’s function during demonstrations. The enhancement of both images is not tied to the
functionality of the program but is only done with respect to a human observer.

4.3.2 Background acquisition
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Figure 22: Camera control thread – part 2
Recording, storing and retrieving the distance values of the workspace’s background

The first subpart of the second part in Figure 22 (button 4) is the acquisition of the background of the
workplace. This acquisition has to be activated, if the workplace has been altered, e.g. if a new static
object was included in the workplace. During this acquisition the workplace has to be free of dynamic
objects, which generally includes the robot. Since this is not possible with a robot fixed to the floor, a
compensation algorithm has been programmed (see chapter 4.3.4) that later deals with the robot’s
unmovable base.
The distance data of the camera contain fluctuation noise, caused by inaccuracy in the distance
measurement of the 3D camera. The manufacturer specifies an error of 1% of the measured distance in
the camera’s manual [55]. Thus, to achieve reliable data from the environment, several distance data
samples are taken (500) to compensate for the camera’s error. The median value in each pixel is
computed (see chapter 5.2.1.1) during this measurement process. The resulting data is smoothened by
a Gaussian function to further compensate errors in the measurement (see chapter 5.2.1.2). Upon
completion of the background acquisition, the data is stored in memory.
As long as there are no changes to the workplace, the background data remains the same. Therefore
this data does not need to be reacquired with every program start, but can be loaded from a stored set
of data. This saves time during the setup phase of the standard program start. Also the background
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data remains consistent between two program calls, which is necessary during the testing and
evaluating process of the program.
The loading of the background data from a file, which is stored on the computer alongside the
program, is realized in the second subpart (button 5). This process is the standard procedure of loading
the background data into the program. Thus this subpart is automatically activated once, alongside the
thread’s activation. The user only needs to take action in acquiring new background data, if the
workplace was changed.
If a change in the workplace occurred, new background data has to be acquired to guaranty a safe
operation of the robot. The newly acquired background data has to be stored to the respective file by
use of the third subpart (button 6). In this case, the currently stored background data in the file is
overwritten with the background data in the program’s variable.
Since other threads may work on the background data simultaneously, which can cause problems, all
file operations of the program are handled by the data exchange object that takes special measures to
avoid those problems (see chapter 4.6).

4.3.3 Adjusting offset and intrusion filter
from
part 2
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Figure 23: Camera control thread – part 3
Setting the offset value and showing the detected intrusions
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This part depicts an intrusion image, shown in Figure 24, which is to be used, to adjust filter
parameters to the workplace and its environmental conditions.
As described in chapter 4.3.2, the distance measurement of the camera contains fluctuation noise that
has to be compensated. Since the algorithms working on life data can not acquire a large amount of
images in order to calculate a reliable median like with the background data, this inaccuracy has to be
dealt with by other algorithms. Most of those algorithms that work on single images take a lot of
computational effort. A simple, and computationally cheap, way of noise compensation is to add an
offset to the background, causing intrusions only to be recognized, if a certain threshold is exceeded.
Since a percental offset can not be used, due to the necessary safety analysis (see chapter 6.3) the
offset distance has to have a specific distance value. Using this offset value allows the following
compensatory algorithms (see Figure 24) to work with data that is much less noisy and thus easier and
faster to filter further.
With the use of button 8 of the GUI (Figure 19), contained in the third part of the flowchart in Figure
23, the user transmits this offset value to the camera control thread. The offset then is continuously
added to the background, whenever the background is accessed for comparison. This offset-filter (see
chapter 5.2.2.1) needs to be adjustable in the demonstrator, since it influences the false positive and
false negative detections.
- If the chosen value is too low, static noise is seen as intrusions. (false positive)
- If the chosen value is too high intrusions close to the background are lost. (false negative)
In industrial applications a value of more than 120 mm can not be allowed (see chapter 6.2.1).
The second subpart in Figure 23 (button 7) displays the intrusions, detected in the workplace. This
subpart uses the algorithms described in chapters 5.2.2.1, 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.3. It starts by comparing
the currently measured distance values of all pixels, acquired from the 3D camera, with those stored in
the background values (see Figure 22). As described above, an offset is added to all currently
measured distance values during this comparison. The next step of this subpart is a filtering of the
remaining noise. This can be done either by the spike filter (see chapter 5.2.2.2) or the plausibility
filter (see chapter 5.2.2.3). Both filters are contained in the source code of the program. As explained
in the algorithms’ chapters, the plausibility filter yields better results and is thus activated in the
program. The spike filter was kept for evaluation and comparison. In the end of the subpart, the results
of the algorithms are displayed. Sample images of the remaining possible intrusions, using different
settings are depicted in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Detected intrusions with different settings

Figure 24a shows the intrusions detected by the program, if no offset and no filter is used. The
fluctuation noise is clearly visible. At this stage, a filtering algorithm based solely on the presence of
intrusions would hardly be possible, because too much information would be lost along with the noise.
In Figure 24b, an offset of 12 cm was used. As described in chapter 6.4 this setting is still applicable in
the industrial praxis, due to safety reasons. The remaining intrusions are reduced to such a point, that
an additional filtering with the plausibility filter, shown in Figure 24c, leaves only small connected
regions that can mostly be filtered by the region size filter described later in chapter 4.3.4.
In the demonstrator, the offset setting of 12 cm leads to the detection of small artefacts in every other
frame, such that a setting of 20 cm of the offset filter was used in this project, its result shown in
Figure 24d. In this setting the remaining artefacts were small enough to be later filtered out by their
size. As described in chapter 6.3 this has to be improved for industrial application.
In these images of the detected possible intrusions problematic regions can be identified, in which
strong fluctuation noise is present. Due to the nature of the used camera, which uses active spotlight
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intensity, the noise is worse in the corner of the image, where the intensity is lower. Another factor for
noise is the vertical wall on the right side of the image, which causes problems due to its steep slope,
because a small deviation in the horizontal measurement causes a large deviation in the vertical
measurement, the distance measurement.
The following subparts that are used to create data for the robot’s path planning are based upon the
resulting intrusion image Figure 24d.

4.3.4 Region growing and reachable space computation
During the working process the program has to adjust the robot’s movements in order to avoid
collisions between the robot and other objects. Therefore the positions of the robot and the dynamic
objects in the environment have to be detected and the objects have to be avoided. As described above,
single images have to be used, to achieve a real time application. The intrusion detection, described in
the previous chapter, delivers single images that still contain little noise. The noise needs to be reduced
further to identify the real intrusions. This is achieved by the subparts in this chapter by region
growing and size differentiation. Additionally the robot has to be identified in the image to
differentiate between dynamic objects that are obstacles for the robot and the robot itself. This is
achieved by manual targeting by the user.
To avoid dynamic objects two possibilities are implemented in this work, as described in chapter 2.3,
and can both be activated by the user. One is the calculation of a flexible fence that defines the space
the robot is not allowed to leave during its motion (reachable space) and the other is to control the
robot’s speed by its distance to dynamic objects (approach control). To enable the path planning
thread, described in chapter 4.4, to control the robot accordingly, the reachable space as well as the
distance between the robot and the nearest object has to be known.
The part four of the camera control thread, shown in Figure 25 contains the main subparts of the
camera control thread that are active during the working time of the robot. These are the calculation of
the reachable space (button 9) and the calculation of the distance between the robot and the nearest
object (button 10).
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Figure 25: Camera control thread – part 4
Aiming at the robot base, calculating the reachable space
and the approach of the robot towards dynamic intrusions

Before those subparts can be executed, the program needs to be able to identify the robot in the
intrusion image (see chapter 4.3.3). Since the robot’s base is fixed to the floor, it can be identified by
its position in the image. It is part of the workplace’s setup and needs only to be redone if the relation
between camera and robot has been changed.
Every object that is closer to the camera than the acquired background shows up as an intrusion. To
later detect the robot, it has to completely show up as one intrusion. Since the robot’s base can not be
removed during the acquisition of the background data, it will not completely show up as an intrusion
in the intrusion image, as shown in Figure 26a. To compensate this problem, a virtual robot base
intrusion is calculated (see chapter 5.2.3) from a targeted position and a given radius and added to the
filtered intrusions (see chapter 4.3.3). This position of the robot’s base is visually targeted by the user
and transferred to the camera control thread by the entering of its centre point and its radius. The result
can be visually confirmed by the user in the resulting image, shown in Figure 26b. The base’s position
is used by the region growing algorithm, to identify the region that contains this position as the robot.
This region is visually distinguished from all other reason by its green colour.
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Figure 26: Detected intrusion a) before targeting and
b) after targeting the robot base

The calculation of the reachable space results in the flexible fence as displayed in Figure 27b. The
computations start with the data of the intrusion detection (Figure 24) including the virtual robot base.
Upon this data a region growing algorithm is executed (see chapter 5.2.4.1). The remaining noise is
eliminated by a size filter (see chapter 5.2.4.2). Then the flexible fence, depicted as a blue line, is
computed (see chapter 5.5.3). The resulting vectors of the blue line are transmitted to the data
exchange object (see chapter 4.6) to be later used in the path planning control thread (see chapter 4.4).
The next subpart is the calculation of distance between the robot and intruding objects, for the
implemented approach control. It can be activated by button 10, which automatically deactivates the
reachable space calculation. The resulting image of this subpart is displayed as shown in Figure 27c.
The green area shows the robot, surrounded by (green) distance lines which automatically extend
around the robot’s area, until they touch the nearest (red) intruding object. To achieve this image,
again the data of the intrusion detection (Figure 24) containing the virtual robot base is used. As
before, regions are grown, identified and filtered. The region identified as the robot is taken by the
algorithm described in chapter 5.4, which creates the distance lines by uniformly enlarging the taken
area, until one intruding region is touched. The steps of this algorithm are counted and transmitted to
the data exchange object (see chapter 4.6) to be later used in the path planning control thread (see
chapter 4.4), which controls the robot’s speed according to the distance.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 27: a) Based upon the situation in the workspace (see Figure 21a)
b) Image of the robot and the reachable space
c) Image of the robot and its distance to the nearest intrusion

A problem of both approaches up to this point is that if an object touches the robot, the object would
appear to be part of the robot, due to the region growing algorithm. As described in chapter 2.3, the
robot has to be stopped in this case because of safety reasons. Otherwise the robot would act as if no
obstacle is present.
Therefore the next part of the camera control thread, a part that can not be deactivated, is to check, if a
collision between any object and the robot itself took place. This algorithm that uses the regions found
in the actual cycle and the cycle before is described in chapter 5.3. The result is transferred to the data
exchange object, for later use in the path planning thread.

4.3.5 Determining the relations of the coordinate systems of robot and camera
The robot and the camera each use their own coordinate system, in which they operate. To be able to
use the data acquired by the camera for the control of the robot, the relationship between those systems
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has to be known. This problem can be mathematically solved (see chapter 5.5.2) if the positions of
three specific points in the workspace are known for both coordinate systems.
As described in chapter 3.3, the workplace therefore has been equipped with three reference blocks
that are to be positioned at three fixed points. Thus their position in respect to the robot, whose
position is fixed as well, is known. Since the camera is flexibly mounted, the positions of the blocks in
respect to the camera change if the camera is repositioned.
This part of the camera control thread deals with the acquisition of the position of those points in the
camera’s coordinate frame and the calculation of the transformation matrix that describes the
relationship between the coordinate systems.
As described in chapter 4.2, the region “Coordinate relations” contains additional controls for the
camera thread, which need to be used only in the first setup of the workplace, or if the camera’s
position in the workspace has been changed (see chapter 3.3).
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Figure 28: Camera control thread – part 5
Activating the image for the aiming at reference points and aiming at those points

The first subpart controlled in the “Coordinate relations” region, switched by button 12, acquires the
current intensity data from the camera. It then exchanges the image, displayed by the approach /
reachable space subparts (see Figure 27 and chapter 4.3.4), with the intensity image (see chapter
4.3.1), including the grown regions and colour coded crosshairs (see Figure 29b).
The three reference blocks, the reflective balls described in chapter 3.3, which have to be placed on
their marked positions in the workspace, can be easily distinguished from the background. They are
shown as white dots, as displayed in Figure 29a.
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The user then has to manually enter the pixel coordinates of those dots in the GUI and transmit them
to the camera control thread by using the button 13. The result of the manually transmitted coordinates
is shown as three colour coded crosshairs at the manually entered positions (see Figure 29b), which
have to be manually adjusted, until they match the white dots of the reference blocks.
a)

b)

Figure 29: Image showing a) the highly reflective balls and
b) the manual aiming process

The next part of the coordinate relation determination, and also the last part of the camera control
thread, shown in Figure 30, deals with recording, storing and retrieving the voxels of the targeted
reference blocks.
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Figure 30: Camera control thread – part 6
Recording, storing and retrieving the positions of markers in the camera coordinate system
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To record the points, similar to the recording of the background image in chapter 4.3.2, 500 sample
data are taken by the 3D camera. The medians of each targeted pixel is computed and stored. From
those values and the respective values from the robot’s coordinate frame, the transformation matrix
between the camera’s and the robot’s frame is computed, using the algorithm described in chapter
5.5.2.
As with the background, the voxel data acquired in this part can be stored to disk and retrieved later.
This shortens the start up time of the system. Only the voxel positions have to be stored, the
transformation matrix can be easily recomputed after the retrieval of their values in the set up phase.

4.4 Path planning control
The path planning control thread has to compute the solutions described in chapter 2.3. That means it
has to find a path for the robot, on which the working robot avoids the collision with intruding objects
and is still able to achieve its desired goal as far as possible. The primary goal in this task is the
avoidance of collisions.
As shown in Figure 18, the path planning control thread acquires pre-processed data from the camera
control thread. This data contains among others the distance between the robot and objects intruding in
the workspace and the outline of the reachable space.
The path planning control thread combines those data with a set of defined goal positions the robot has
to drive through while working. In this project, to demonstrate the path planning and approach
detection, the robot was given four goal positions that result in a rectangle in front of the robot, by
which it attempts to drive. From the combination of the data the thread calculates the next pose
(position and orientation) the robot has to reach respectively the speed in which the robot can do this,
dependant on the chosen approach (see chapter 4.3.4 – reachable space or distance measurement). The
result is transmitted to the robot control thread (see chapter 4.5) via the data exchange object.
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4.4.1 Basic work routine
Figure 31, Figure 32 and Figure 33 contain the flowchart of the loop that is started in the path planning
control thread. As with the camera control thread, all button numbers correlate with the colouring and
numbering in Figure 19.
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Figure 31: Flowchart path planning control thread – part 1
loading the necessary data and checking the current goal position

Like the camera control thread, the path planning control starts by calculating the duration of each
loop, which is required for the evaluation of the program in chapter 6.3. After this, the loop executes
data acquisition routines.
- The current pose (position and orientation of the endeffector) is loaded, the goal, towards which
the robot is headed due to its working process.
- The current robot pose is loaded from the data exchange object, in which it was stored by the
robot control thread (see chapter 4.5).
- The collision status, calculated by the camera control thread (see chapter 4.3.4), is loaded from
the data exchange object.
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Then the movement mode is set to “Point to Point mode” (see chapter 3.1), because this is the most
used mode by the program. In those cases where the “Direct Drive mode” (see chapter 3.1) is needed,
the movement mode is changed.
If the robot would be forced to reach each goal pose exactly, this would cause trouble in the operation
cycle. Positions of the robot can be defined much more exactly in the robot’s variables than the robot
can drive in praxis, due to the robot’s mechanical accuracy. This has to be compensated. Therefore in
the next step the current pose of the robot, acquired earlier, is compared to the current goal position
that has to be reached. This is done with the algorithm described in chapter 5.5.1. If the robot is within
a given error margin of the current goal position, the next goal position is activated and loaded. In this
project an error margin of 5cm between desired and reached goal was allowed. This results in a
smooth driving of the robot through the goal positions of the demonstrator. In industrial applications
the value needs to be adjusted to the desired path’s accuracy and the possible robot’s accuracy.

4.4.2 Speed control and object avoidance
As described in chapter 2.3, two different approaches of controlling the robot with respect to dynamic
objects are implemented in this work. Those are the control of the robot’s speed, dependant on the
proximity of dynamic objects, and the control of the robot’s path, dependant on the position of those
objects.
The data about the distance between the robot and the closest intruding object in the workspace, as
well as the data about the space the robot is able to reach without a collision with dynamic objects, is
collected and evaluated in the camera control thread, described in chapter 4.3.4. This data needs to be
combined with the robot’s goals, in order to calculate a safe speed, respectively a safe trajectory for
the robot.
This is achieved in the second part of the path planning control thread, depicted in the flowchart in
Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Flowchart path planning control thread – part 2
processing the environmental data (see Figure 25) in path planning routines

The first subpart is the speed control, which is dependant on the distance between the robot and
dynamic objects intruding into the workspace. It can be activated by the user (button 10), who
automatically activates the acquisition of the required distance data as well. The data is transmitted via
the data exchange object. This subpart acquires the data and changes the robot’s current speed
accordingly, using the algorithm described in chapter 5.4.
The next subpart, which requires the most computational effort in this task, is the path planning. It is
activated by the user (button 9) if the robot is meant to evade intruding objects. As above, the
activation of this subpart automatically activates the respective subpart of the camera control thread as
well. The space the robot is able to reach, calculated by the camera thread, is acquired from the data
exchange object. Since the coordinates of this space are still in the camera’s coordinate system, they
have to be transposed into the robot’s coordinate system (see chapter 5.5.2). After this step, the
significant part of the workspace, the part in which the movement takes place, can be chosen by an
algorithm (see chapter 5.5.4). Based on the data about this significant part, the current pose of the
robot and the next goal pose, another algorithm (see chapter 5.5.5) calculates the shortest free path,
divided into sub-goals connected by straight lines, from the current pose to the goal pose around the
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detected dynamic objects (see flowchart in Figure 72). In this calculation a required safety margin (see
chapter 6.3) is added to the objects. If this algorithm does not result in one straight line, a dynamic
object is present between the current pose and the goal pose. In this case, the first sub-goal of the
calculated free path is stored as the next pose to be reached and the robot’s movement mode is set to
“direct drive” (see chapter 3.1). The “direct drive mode” is necessary, since the trajectory of a “point
to point” motion is not straight (see chapter 3.1). As with the basic work routine, described in chapter
4.4.1, positions can not be approached as exactly as they can be programmed. This algorithm thus sets
a point as approached if the robot’s tool centre point is within 3 cm of the given position.

4.4.3 Collision reset
Although the robot control thread is trying to prevent the robot from colliding with objects, collisions
may happen, since the robot is only moving at a slow speed and can thus be easily reached by persons.
This causes safety problems, as described in chapter 2.3, which have to be avoided. The detection of
collisions between the robot and intruding objects is handled in the camera control thread (see chapter
4.3.4), and passed on to the path planning thread, which deals with the problem by causing the robot to
stop.
For safety reasons after a collision is detected the robot is only allowed to “restart by voluntary
actuation of a control device” [66]. Additionally the necessary information on the workspace below
the robot is lost, as described in chapter 2.3, and has to be regained with the user’s help. Therefore a
detected collision has to be manually reset by the user, after the user inspected the workplace.
This user reset is handled in this part of the path planning thread (Figure 33, button 17). The reset of
the collision status is stored and also transmitted to the data exchange object.
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Figure 33: Flowchart path planning control thread – part 3
Handling collisions and transmitting the desired parameters

If a collision is still reported, the robot’s speed has to be reduced to zero, which is handled in the next
step. Since, due to technical reasons, this may not stop the robot at all times, a speed of zero is handled
specially by the robot control thread (see chapter 4.5).
In the end of every path planning control thread loop, the goal pose, the desired speed and the
movement mode are transmitted via the data exchange object to the robot control thread.

4.5 Robot control
To be able to control the robot effectively, the exact pose of its tool centre point needs to be known.
This pose has to be acquired from the robot’s internal sensors and made known to the developed
program. On the other side, the pose data, computed in the path planning thread, have to be
transmitted to the robot’s PLC.
This data exchange between the PC-program and the robot is handled by the robot control task. Its
task, as shown in chapter 4.1 is to pull all necessary sensor information from the robot, containing the
current pose of all of the robot’s axes, and relay them to the path planning thread, as well as to relay
the movement commands from the path planning thread to the robot.
As a subtask, this thread also handles the manual movement commands, entered by the user in the
GUI.
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The robot is controlled, using the functions developed in previous work [78]. Those functions allow
the robot to be controlled in its pose, its speed, its acceleration and its mode of movement via a C++
program running on a PC.
The connection between the robot’s PLC and the developed program on the PC is handled via the
TCP/IP protocol (see chapter 3.6).
The loop inside the robot control thread is depicted in Figure 34. This thread contains only the routines
necessary for communication, in order to make the exchange of information between the robot and the
PC-program as fast as possible. Although, it was necessary to delay between two loops for several
milliseconds, because the robot’s PLC stopped responding if movement commands were sent in a too
rapid succession. A delay of 20 milliseconds proved to result in a stable communication.
Robot control

Delay 20 ms

• Get current time
• Calculate circle time
• Store current time

Acquire the
desired robot
speed from the
Data Exchange
Object

Acquire current robot
pose from robot

Set robot’s speed

Transmit current
robot pose to
Data Exchange
Object

Desired
Speed == 0

Acquire the
desired goal
pose from the
Data Exchange
Object

Acquire the
desired
movement
mode from the
Data Exchange
Object

18
Manual
pose
change

Set robot’s
movement mode

Goal pose =
Current pose +
change

Set robot’s goal pose

Stop Robot

Movement mode =
point to point
Next Loop

Figure 34: Flowchart robot control thread
Acquiring the desired settings and communicating them to the robot’s PLC

After the initial delay, the thread measures its runtime, like the other threads. It then acquires the
robot’s current pose from the robot’s PLC and transmits it to the data exchange object. Then it
acquires the speed to be set and transmits it to the robot. As described in previous work [78], all
commands concerning the mode of movement (speed, acceleration, movement mode) are collected in
internal variables of the robot’s PLC and only activated, if a new goal position is transmitted.
As described in previous chapters, the robot needs to be stopped in certain situations. Setting the
desired speed to zero in the robot’s PLC proved to result in the robot moving at the slowest speed
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possible that is not stand still. Thus, if the robot is to stand still, it proved necessary, to send the robot a
stop command in stead of a speed of zero. After a stop command, the thread constantly checks the
desired speed transmitted by the other threads and only continues in the thread’s loop if it deviates
from zero.
If the desired speed is greater than zero, the task retrieves the goal pose and the desired mode of
movement.
If a manual pose correction is desired by the user, by the use of button 18, the goal pose is set
accordingly and overwrites the goal pose acquired from the path planning thread. The movement
mode is set to point to point mode, allowing each axis to be driven separately.
In the end the movement mode is transmitted to the robot’s PLC. The movement of the robot towards
its new goal, along with all commands concerning its mode of movement, is automatically activated in
the robot’s PLC by the transmission of the new goal’s coordinates.

4.6 Exchange of information between tasks
Since reading and writing of data takes a certain amount of time and threads can overtake each other in
their reading / writing process in the same variables, exchanging information between parallel running
threads therefore can cause inconsistencies in the data. This is caused by threads reading in variables,
or by threads writing to variables that are currently written in by other threads.
If a thread reads a variable that is currently written to by another thread, parts of the retrieved
information might be old and parts might be new, which would corrupt the data once for the reading
thread. If data is written in from several threads in parallel, this may result in the data being a mixture
of both, which would corrupt the stored data, until it is overwritten again.
To be able to exchange data safely between the tasks and store this data to disk or retrieve it from disk,
a data handling object was implemented. This object has internal status variables that contain
information, whether a variable is currently read or written. If so, the access to that variable for all
other threads is blocked.
For every variable that can be stored in or extracted from the data exchange object, there are two
functions. The general layout of the functions is shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36.
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Store Data

Object
accessed

Block object
Status: writing

wait

Write data

Free object

End

Figure 35: Storing data in the Data Exchange Object

Before data is stored in a variable, its status variable is checked whether the variable is already
accessed. This ensures that a variable is not written to and read from, or written to by different threads
simultaneously.
Since simultaneous writing of a variable is not important in this project, because objects are usually
written to from only one thread, the security for this case is lower than in the reading procedure (see
Figure 36).

Retrieve Data

Object
accessed
(writing)

Block object
Status: reading

wait

Object
accessed
(writing)

wait

Read data

Free object

End

Figure 36: Retrieving data from the Data Exchange Object

The reading procedure double checks against an accessed object, to avoid the occasion, where the
reading and the writing thread access an object simultaneously. In this rare case, both procedures
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would check the object’s accessibility simultaneously, finding it free, and afterwards block it
simultaneously and continue with their task. This is prevented in the retrieval routine by rechecking
the access after the block.
The reading procedure does not need to concern itself with other tasks reading the variable
simultaneously, since in that case the variable is not changed.
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5 Algorithms for robotic evasion
Chapter 4 gives an overview on the flow of the data and the internal connection of the subparts and
algorithms, which control the robot by analysis of the 3D images of the camera and the position
information of the robot. To understand this project in total, a deeper view on the algorithms is
necessary. Therefore the used algorithms are explained in this chapter in detail. Some algorithms have
been developed in previous work [78], but only the depiction of the acquired information (see chapter
5.1) could be reused without further improvement.

5.1 Depicting the acquired information
As described in chapter 4.3.1 it is necessary, to show the images and information acquired from the
camera, in order to set up the workplace and explain the camera’s function during demonstrations.
These algorithms are not necessary in the object avoidance process of the robot. The algorithms
controlling the robot are designed to work with the unmodified data, delivered by the camera.
Figure 37 shows two sample images, taken during operations.
a)

b)

Figure 37: Sample images, taken in the workplace
a) reflection image and b) distance image (see also Figure 21)

The image data are acquired from the camera with the help of the C++ library supplied by the
camera’s manufacturer (see chapter 3.4). The library’s function, responsible for the data acquisition,
fills a prepared buffer variable in the developed program with an array of float numbers followed by
an array of unsigned integer numbers. This process is described in detail in previous work [78].
The float numbers represent the spherical distance data in meter, the integer values indicate the
quantity of reflected light per pixel.
To translate the spherical distance data into carthesian coordinates, the vectors of the respective pixels
have to be used. This step is also achieved by a function supplied by the camera’s manufacturer. For
demonstrative purposes it is sufficient to only display the carthesian value of the z-axis, the one
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pointing away from the camera. The x and y value are not used in the depiction of the workspace but
only in the later steps in path planning, to obtain a three dimensional representation of the
environment.
There are several problems in the depiction of this data for a human observer. The problem in
depicting the intensity data is that in many cases the reflectional properties of nearly all objects present
in the image are similar. This leads to data in which many pixels have similar greyscale values. With
the distance data, the task is to convert the distance data to colour values, to be able to create an image
in which the distances are visualized.
Therefore for a human to be able to visually process the information acquired from the camera, the
intensity image needs to be enhanced in its brightness and the distance image needs to be translated
into colour. This master thesis applies the two algorithms that proved to be the best for this task in
earlier parts of the project [78].
The earlier project [78] ascertained that the enhancement of the intensity image can be achieved by a
scaling algorithm or histogram equalization. While the scaling algorithm is faster in its execution, the
histogram equalization delivers better and more stable results, as shown in chapter 5.1.1. Since the
enhancement of the intensity data is not necessary in the later process involving the robot, the duration
of the algorithm does not need to be taken into account. Additionally the longer duration of the
histogram equalization proved to be only a minor factor in the duration of the complete camera control
thread loop (see chapter 4.3). Thus this algorithm was chosen for the project, because of its better
output.
It was also ascertained in the earlier project [78] that to translate the acquired distance, a colour bar is
to be used that is also used in the depiction of heat images and stress images. This depiction proved to
be easy to understand since people are used to it.

5.1.1 Histogram equalization – improving the grey scale values
The problem in depicting the intensity data is that in many cases the reflectional properties of nearly
all objects present in an image are similar. This leads to data in which many pixels have similar
greyscale values. As long as all intensity values present in an image are within a short range, a simple
scaling algorithm of those intensity values, described in Equation 3 and Figure 38a and b, can enhance
the image sufficiently. The problem of this algorithm is the possibility of more than one cluster of
intensity values. This is mainly created by the presence of highly reflective material, as shown in
Figure 38c and d. In this case, the image’s intensity values are left nearly unaltered by the scaling
algorithm.
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used _ range  max_ brightness  min_ brightness
complete _ range
used _ range
new _ brightness  scaling _ factor  brightness  min_ brightness 
scaling _ factor 

Equation 3: Scaling algorithm

b)

Offset
Used Range
Complete Range

Number of Pixels

Number of Pixels

a)

Illumination

Illumination

d)

Offset
Used Range
Complete Range

Number of Pixels

Number of Pixels

c)

Illumination

Illumination

Figure 38: Scaling algorithm a) to b) with a small used range
and c) to d) with a large used range

This pixel distribution of more than one information cluster is not a special, but a normal case,
especially in industrial environments where lowly reflecting materials like cloth meet highly reflective
materials like metals. In the case of the used workspace the mounting of the camera, visible in the
camera’s image, has a high reflectivity, whereas the floor has a very low one. Thus clusters at both
ends of the intensity range are always present.
This problem can be avoided by using the histogram equalization, which is described in Figure 39,
starting with the real distribution in Figure 39a and ending with the resulting distribution in Figure
39e. In the real distribution, there are two regions visible in which the majority of the pixels’ values
are located.
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Illumination

d)

Absolute Number of Pixels

Absolute Number of Pixels

c)

Illumination

Illumination

distributed Illumination Steps

Number of Pixels

e)

Illumination

Figure 39: Histogram equalization
Redistribution of the greyscale values (a, b), based on their probability distribution function (c)

Figure 39a shows the distribution of the real values of an image throughout the spectrum. The location
of the different pixels in the image is not considered, only their intensity value.
Those values are discretised by the observing camera, resulting in a spectrum of up to 65536 (in the
given example 30) different greyscale values. The different amounts of pixels per value are counted,
resulting in the histogram shown in Figure 39b.
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To redistribute the values a probability distribution function (PDiF) is calculated. The PDiF, as shown
in Figure 39c, is created by adding the amount of all pixels with lower intensity to each amounts of
pixels (see formula in Equation 4).
n

PDiFpixels n    Number _ of _ pixelsi 
i 0

Equation 4: Formula to calculate the PDiF

PDiFpixels n   Amount of all pixels with an intensity value equal or lower than n
Number _ of _ pixelsi   Amount of pixels with the intensity value i
Based on this PDiF the intensity value of each pixel is changed by a mapping function, shown in
Equation 5. This function changes the width of the intensity values, to match their respective heights.
This results in the values being centred on a straight line (Figure 39d).

 PDiFpixels IllumValue  

newIllumValue  IllumRange  
NumberValues


Equation 5: Intensity value redistribution function

newIllumValue  New intensity value of all pixels that have the old value

IllumRange  Size of the complete range of intensity values
PDiFpixels IllumValue  see Equation 4
IllumValue  Old intensity Value of a pixel

NumberValues  Number of different intensity values
In the resulting intensity distribution, shown in Figure 39e, the intensity values are spaced evenly
throughout the image. As can be seen from the result, due to the missing information behind the
decimal point some previously separated values are compressed in a single value. This loss of
information is not important to the normal observer, who is not trained to distinguish 65536 different
greyscale values. In this project the reflection image was only used for depicting the information to the
user.
The visual improvement of the resulting image can be observed in Figure 40, which shows a sample
office environment with different materials present, including metallic objects with high reflectivity
and dully lacquered materials with low reflectivity.
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c)

Figure 40: Reflection data, collected in a sample office environment
a) unmodified, b) scaled greyscale values, c) histogram analysis

5.1.2 Converting distance to colour
As already mentioned, the range data is to be depicted using colours. In the depiction of heat images
and stress images, it is common to use a colour-bar ranging from red to blue. This colour-bar, depicted
in Figure 41, arises from the use of the RGB Colour space.

0m

7.5 m
Figure 41: Converting 0 to 7.5m into colour

It assigns the given range values to colour values from red over green to blue. For the maximum
distance of the used camera of 7.5 meters, the distribution would be as depicted in Figure 41. For
lower ranges the colour-bar can be adjusted, similar to the stretching algorithm explained in chapter
5.1.2. The actual range has to be adjusted in the source code, no interface to the GUI was installed (see
chapter 7.2).
The RGB Colour space consists of every colour a standard monitor can show by mixing red, green and
blue. Figure 42 shows the two used sides of the cube and the chosen path that leads to the colour-bar.
To make the differences in the used colour-bar as severe as possible, only the colours on the cube’s
edges are used.
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1

2

5
3
4
Figure 42: Modelling distance to colour in five steps along the edge of the RGB colour space
RGB cube image taken from [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_space]

The algorithm starts at red (1) (RGB – 255, 0, 0), increases the value of green until it reaches yellow
(2) (RGB – 255, 255, 0), reduces the red value until only green is left (3) (RGB – 0, 255, 0), increases
the blue value till cyan (4) (RGB – 0, 255, 255) and finally decreases the green value until it stops at
blue (5) (RGB – 0, 0, 255).
The function used in this project was programmed by Jörn von der Lippe for another project that is
based on the same distance sensor [79].

5.2 Finding and identifying intrusions in the workspace
The path planning and proximity monitoring developed in this thesis require the knowledge of the
position of the robot and all dynamic objects in the workspace. Those positions have to be acquired
from the distance data, delivered by the camera. The steps that have to be performed are:
- Taking a distance measurement of the unoccupied workspace, the background data
- Filtering the currently acquired distance data for fluctuation noise, described in chapter 4.3.3.
- Correcting the filtered data by adding a virtual robot base
- Finding all intruding objects in the corrected data
- Identifying the robot in the objects found
While previous work [78] already showed a simple approach to separate known background data from
data, generated by a dynamic object, it was also stated that the applied algorithms were too inaccurate
for safety applications. Thus, in this work a new approach is described, which uses the median of a set
of background images for the later comparison of background – foreground data. Since this causes a
lot of fluctuation noise in the comparison, the result has to be filtered in further steps.
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As described in chapter 4.3.4 the base of the robot is part of the background data and a virtual base
needs to be added to the detected intrusions. Afterwards a region growing algorithm can create objects
from connected pixels that show intrusions. From those regions the intrusions created by the robot can
be identified with the help of the virtual robot base.

5.2.1 Acquiring the background data
As described in chapter 4.3.2 the data delivered by the camera have a certain error margin. The less
the error in the background data, the better the detection of dynamic objects can be performed. The
background data needs only to be taken once during the set-up phase. Thus to achieve a set of reliable
data, the acquisition of the background is performed by taking several images of the unoccupied
working space. Taking the median distance value in each pixel of those images, using the Kalman
filter [36], reduces the error margin in the data. Tests showed that some surfaces like metal tend to
produce larger errors, which would need a huge amount of data to compensate. Since most of the
surfaces in the workplace of this project are flat, the remaining noise can be reduced by smoothing the
data by applying a small Gaussian blur filter [62]. This filter reduces peaks in the background and also
the amount of necessary sample data is reduced by this measure.
Each combination of pixel position, distance and surface leads to a specific error margin. To estimate
the maximum error in each pixel, used in later algorithms, the smallest value of each pixel is tracked
and recorded, in addition to the median background value.
Due to the similarities in the requirement on the background data, the acquisition of the background
was developed in collaboration with another master thesis [81].

5.2.1.1 Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter [36] was chosen, because of its ability to work on consecutive values with taking
their possible error into account. Its application, as described in this chapter, is commonly known in
data processing. This property of the algorithm allows the processing of unlimited images without the
need for a large amount of memory. In the course of this work it was sufficient to use a set of 500
images during background acquisition.
This filter works in iterations. In the first iteration the filter is set to the currently measured value and
its estimated error. In each of the following iteration the filter uses its previous results and the
currently measured value and estimated error to create a new result.
The estimated error results from the manufacturer information, which is specified to be 1% of the
measured distance (see chapter 3.2).
To compute the currently estimated result x (see Equation 6) and its error  x (see Equation 7), using
the Kalman filter, only the current sensor value z 2 , its error  z2 and the previous estimation z1 and
its error  z1 are needed.
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Equation 6: Kalman filter: calculating the currently estimated value x
according to [36]
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Equation 7: Kalman filter: calculating the currently estimated error  x
according to [36]

In the following iteration the calculated x becomes z1 and the error  x becomes  z1 .
Figure 43 shows a graphical explanation of the Kalman filter, starting with two values in a and adding
an additional value to the result from a in b.
a)

b)

Probability
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Figure 43: Application of a Kalman filter on consecutive sensor data
– images created in collaboration with [81]

5.2.1.2 Gaussian blur
The Gaussian blur [62] is a filter, commonly used in image processing. Its application, as described in
this chapter, is commonly known in image processing. It smoothes an image by combining the pixel
information with the information in neighbouring pixels.
As described in chapter 5.2.1 some surfaces, especially metallic ones, cause a lot of noise in the
camera’s sensor. Some of this noise still remains after combining the data of 500 images with the
Kalman filter. Reducing this noise by increasing the number of images processed by the Kalman filter
is possible, but the time it takes to set up the workplace would be lengthened. As an alternative
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solution a Gaussian blur filter was programmed in this project that works on a single image and
therefore needs much less time.
In order to smoothen the background image sufficiently, a Gaussian blur using a large matrix would be
necessary. The larger the matrix, the more detail in an image is lost. Thus, to save some time in the
background acquisition and avoid too much information loss, a small Gaussian blur matrix was
applied on the result of the Kalman filter.
To apply a Gaussian blur to an array of values, transforming it from its original state to its smoothened
state (see Figure 44), a Gaussian matrix can be used (see Figure 45).

Figure 44: The value matrix has to be transformed from the original state (blue) to the smoothened state
(yellow) – image created in collaboration with [81]
1
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Figure 45: Applying a Gaussian matrix to get the result of one element
– image created in collaboration with [81]

A Gaussian matrix is build by multiplying a Gaussian vector with its transpose (see Figure 46).
Applying it to the original image means computing each pixel in the smoothened image from a section
of the original image (blue area in Figure 45) that is centred on the desired pixel (yellow area in Figure
45) and has the same dimensions as the Gaussian matrix (Figure 46). Each element of this section is to
be multiplied with its corresponding value in the Gaussian matrix, and the results are added up. The
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result of this addition has to be divided by the combined values of the Gaussian matrix. Therefore, in
praxis, the values in a Gaussian matrix used in a computer program add up to one.
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Figure 46: Gaussian matrix, build by multiplying a Gaussian vector with its transpose
– image created in collaboration with [81]

The disadvantage of this approach is the high computational effort. A filter with the width and height
of n uses n n multiplications and n n  1 additions. With the 5 times 5 filter in the given example,
each centre element needs 25 multiplications and 24 additions.
Due to the fact that a Gaussian matrix is build by multiplying a Gaussian vector with its transpose (see
Figure 46), the computational effort can be reduced by applying each vector separately.
The optimized algorithm, applied in this project, uses the Gaussian vector, to convert the original
matrix into a temporary matrix (see Figure 47a), which is then turned into the result matrix by
applying the transpose of the Gaussian vector (see Figure 47b).
a)

b)
1
4
6

1 4 6 4 1

4
1

Figure 47: a) Converting the original matrix (blue) to a temporary matrix (green)
b) and converting the temporary matrix into the result matrix (yellow)
– images created in collaboration with [81]
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Using this optimization, a filter with the width and height of n uses n  2 multiplications and

n  1  2

additions. Thus the presented 5 times 5 filter needs only 10 multiplications and 8 additions

per pixel.

5.2.2 Finding intrusions and filtering
While the depiction of the images from chapter 5.1 is used in set-up and demonstration only, finding
intrusions is the first step that has to be done in order to enable the robot to avoid dynamic objects.
To find intrusions in the workspace, the stored distance data of the background needs to be compared
with the currently delivered distance data from the 3D camera. Every pixel whose distance is closer to
the camera in the current image than its distance stored in the background might indicate an intruding
object and is stored as a possible intrusion in a binary “intrusion map”. Each pixel of the image is
connected to one binary value of this intrusion map, indicating whether or not it is believed to contain
an intrusion. As described in chapter 5.2.1 the distance measurements of a single frame of the camera
contain fluctuation noise. While the fluctuation noise in the background image was sufficiently
reduced, this reduction is not possible for the current distance measurement used in the search for
intrusions. Thus the fluctuation noise is carried over into the intrusion map. This fluctuation noise,
shown in the depicted intrusion map in Figure 48a, needs to be separated from the detected intrusions.
The intrusion images, used in this chapter to display the algorithms’ progress, show the measured
distance in each pixel that might be an intrusion. All other pixels are identified as background and
remain black. Figure 48b shows the sample set-up, used in the intrusion images in this chapter. As an
intrusion a round stool was chosen, since it remains stationary in consecutive measurements.
a)

b)

Figure 48: Fluctuation noise in background-foreground comparison
as shown in Figure 24
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For the necessary filtering assumptions have to be made:
- Every pixel that shows no intrusion is very likely to not contain an intrusion. There are few false
negatives in the original intrusion map.
- No intruding object will occur below a certain offset. This offset is 30 cm for humans, according
to EN 999 [69]. During this project the even lower offset of 12 cm, according to EN ISO 13857
[73] (see chapter 6.3) was applied to increase the achieved safety.
- Intruding objects generally cause intrusions above the stored minimal distance, measured in
background acquisition (see chapter 5.2.1).
With those assumptions filter can be created. The second assumption can be used by an offset filter.
The third assumption can either be dealt with by a spike filter, concentrating on all intrusions, or by a
plausibility filter that only concentrates on intrusions next to free spaces. While both filter use the
assumption that noise only needs to be found near free pixels, praxis showed that the plausibility filter
causes much less false negatives. The placement of those filters in the program flow is described in
chapter 4.3.3.
After the application of those filters, the remaining intrusions have to be dealt with by the region
growing algorithm, as described in chapter 5.2.4.2.
It is also possible to use filters that are based on the history of the distances measured in the pixels.
The Kalman filter, described in chapter 5.2.1.1, is an example for those filters. While those filters
deliver good results in the reduction of fluctuation noise, they lower the reaction time of the system to
such an extent that the system can no longer function properly. The reaction time of the system is the
most critical part, as chapter 6.3 shows. Therefore this work refrained from the usage of such filters in
its object avoidance part.

5.2.2.1 Offset filter
The first filter to be applied is the offset filter. It increases the distance measured in each pixel of the
current image by a certain distance, causing values that are closely before the background to be moved
behind it.
This filter was already implemented in previous work [78]. It contains the drawback, that it hides
objects which are close to the background. Thus the value of the offset needs to be chosen carefully as
described in chapter 6.3.
The false intrusions present in Figure 48 can be reduced by this filter to those shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49: Fluctuation noise after the offset filter (12 cm)
as shown in Figure 24

5.2.2.2 Spike filter
The remaining false positives have to be filtered out. One algorithm, which was developed in
cooperation with another master thesis [81], the spike filter, is designed to deal with those false
positive intrusions.
The spike filter checks every pixel for an intrusion. Once it finds an intrusion in a pixel, it looks at the
neighbouring pixels and counts the intrusions in these pixels. The result of this count is compared with
a threshold. If the counting of the neighbouring intrusions results in less or equal intrusions as the
threshold value allows, the original intrusion is considered a “spike” and the original pixel’s intrusion
is deleted.
If this filter’s resulting intrusion map would be stored in the same variable as the original intrusion
map, this would cause a chain reaction. The deletion of one intrusion lowers the number of
neighbouring intrusions for other pixels, which in turn would eventually be deleted. To prevent the
algorithm from this chain reaction, the result of this algorithm has to be stored in a new variable.
Figure 50 shows the results of different thresholds (Figure 50b to d) of this filter on an intrusion map
from Figure 50a. The dark green squares represent intrusions caused by dynamic objects, while the
light green squares represent fluctuation noise. Since the intruding objects cause larger connected
areas than the fluctuation noise, the noise is reduced more by the algorithm than the intruding objects.
The higher the threshold, the less noise remains, but also the remaining information about intruding
objects is reduced.
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Figure 50: Intrusion map, red = no intrusion, dark green = intrusion, light green = noise
a) before filtering
b) spike filter, threshold 1
c) spike filter, threshold 2
d) spike filter, threshold 3

Most intruding objects cover large connected areas, where the problem of this filter is the reduction of
their outline. A severe problem remains with thin objects, such as fingers, which are easily deleted by
this filter from the intrusion map.
In praxis the threshold needed to be set to four and higher, to remove the fluctuation noise sufficiently.
This resulted in a loss in information that was too severe for this project, which is why it was not
applied in the final project’s program. Instead, a new filter (see chapter 5.2.2.3) was developed based
on the insight of the implementation of this approach in this project.

5.2.2.3 Plausibility filter
The problems in information loss in the spike filter in chapter 5.2.2.2 needed to be avoided. A better
solution, developed in this project, is the plausibility filter. It has a similar approach as the spike filter,
but instead of looking at the intrusions, it looks at the free spaces for filtering.
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The filter’s algorithm searches for pixels that are considered free. It then looks at the neighbouring
pixels, to find intrusions. If an intrusion is found, it is compared to the minimum value in that pixel
that was measured during the background acquisition (see chapter 5.2.1). If the value is greater than
that minimum value, the pixel is considered as fluctuation noise and set to free space, since that value
is likely to be caused by the background.
The distance around free pixels, in which the algorithm searches for fluctuation noise can be
configured.
As Figure 51 shows, the search-area around free pixels, in which occupied pixels can be found and
eliminated, can be larger than the one of the spike filter, which only searches in neighbouring pixels.
The larger the search-area, the more pixels are checked that belong to intruding objects. This effect is
compensated by the fact that this filter keeps values that are definite positives and eliminates only
those of which are behind the minimal background distance. Although this filter may cause reduction
in the size of objects, this only occurs with objects that are close to the background. The reduction
must still be considered in the safety approval of the system (see chapter 6.3). This leads to far better
results than the spike filter.
a)

b)

free pixel found
intrusion above minimal distance
intrusion below minimal distance
Figure 51: a) probability filter size 1, b) probability filter size 2
Intrusion map, red = no intrusion, dark green = intrusion, light green = noise

In this work only the smallest size of this filter, the search in neighbouring pixels, needed to be used,
to attain sufficient results. The intrusion map, after application of this filter, is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Fluctuation noise after the offset filter (12 cm) and plausibility filter
as shown in Figure 24

5.2.3 Adding a virtual robot base
As described in chapter 4.3.4 the base of the robot is not detected as an intrusion, because it can not be
removed during the background acquisition. Thus a virtual base has to be created. It is added to every
intrusion map after filtering, because otherwise the filter would remove it as noise.
Since the robot base is a near perfect circle the virtual base can be simulated by a circle. It is entered
by the user by its centre point and its radius (see chapter 4.3.4) in the GUI.
To be able to quickly add the base to the intrusion map in every loop, the virtual robot base is
computed from the user’s values after their entry and stored in a binary two dimensional array (see
Figure 53a). Since the base is to be a circle and the array a rectangle, each value in the array has to
indicate whether or not it is part of the base (inside or outside the circle).
b)

Outside

Inside camera‘s view

a)

virtual
robot
base

Figure 53: a) Creating the virtual robot base, blue circle: robot base radius, blue cross: centre of robot
base, red square: not robot base, green square: robot base
b) Virtual base, added in the program (see Figure 26)
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To compute the array, the distance of each pixel’s centre to the centre of the robot’s base is computed,
using Pythagoras. If it is equal or less than the entered robot base radius it is set as part of the base.
If the virtual base’s size expands partly beyond the camera’s view, as given by the camera’s position
in this project (see Figure 53b and chapter 3.3), it is cut at the end of the camera’s view. This
programming step prevents problems when the virtual robot base and the intrusion map are merged,
since every part of the virtual robot base has a corresponding part in the intrusion map.

5.2.4 Region growing
As described in chapter 4.3.4 it is necessary for the path planning and proximity monitoring to identify
the robot and the intruding objects in the filtered intrusion map. In targeting the robot’s base (see
chapter 5.2.3), the first step towards identifying the robot has been done.
After filtering there are three kinds of intrusions.
- Intrusions caused by the robot
o

from its virtual base

o

from its arm

- Intrusions caused by other dynamic objects
- Intrusions caused by remaining fluctuation noise
In order to be able to differentiate between these different kinds of intrusion in the intrusion map, at
first all single pixels showing intrusions are grouped into connected regions (region growing).
In the next step, the robot can be identified from these regions by the known position of its base.
As Figure 52 shows, all other regions are caused by other dynamic objects and fluctuation noise,
which has to be filtered out. With the assumption that the remaining noise causes only small connected
regions, it can thus be identified and filtered out by a region size filter (see chapter 5.2.4.2).

5.2.4.1 Region growing by outlining and filling
The standard approach on region growing is to take a random pixel in the map and to keep adding
neighbouring pixels that fit a certain criteria, in this case being marked as intrusion, to the region, until
no new neighbouring pixels remain [63].
Due to the filtering process, objects close to the ground may contain holes in their regions. To estimate
the size of the regions – and therefore the size of the objects – as good as possible, these holes need to
be filled. Since the robot is not allowed to work above or below intruding objects (see chapter 2.3) real
holes that are filled within this region make no difference to the mobility of the robot. The mobility is
not reduced by this assumption.
The need for filling the holes therefore allows two possible approaches.
- Growing the region and filling its holes
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- Outlining the region and filling the complete region
Since filling the holes in a grown region takes as much time as filling a region that has only been
outlined, whereas outlining a region tends to be faster than growing the region, this work deviates
from the common approach on region growing by using an outlining and filling algorithm.
To explain the developed outlining and filling algorithm, the region shown in Figure 54 is used.

Figure 54: Sample region

Figure 55 shows the outlining algorithm step by step. In Figure 55a the first pixel of the region is
found by searching through the pixels of each row. This pixel is remembered as the starting pixel.
To find the next outline-pixel in Figure 55b, the last direction, in which the current outline pixel was
found, is reversed and turned 45° in clockwise direction. The pixel that is aimed at is searched for an
intrusion. Two results are possible:
- If an intrusion is found in this pixel, the algorithm adds that pixel to the outline and starts at its
position from the beginning.
- If there is no intrusion in that direction (the light blue arrow 1 to arrow 3), the direction is shifted
clockwise, until an intrusion is found (dark blue arrow 4). The first intrusion found by this search
is set as the next outline pixel. From this the search continues (Figure 55c to e). The shift in the
search-direction continues, until the reversed last direction has been searched.
Searching the reversed last direction has two possibilities:
- An intrusion is found
- No intrusion is found
Since pixels already included in the outline are not excluded from the search, the reversed last
direction leads to the pixel, where the outline came from.
- If an intrusion is found at that position, this allows the outlining algorithm to backtrack and thus
walk along threads of pixels that only have a width of one pixel.
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- If no intrusion is found at that position, the found pixel was a single pixel and the outlining is
finished at this point.
The outlining algorithm is completed in Figure 55f, when the next pixel to be set as the outline is the
starting pixel.
a)

b)

1

2

Last direction

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 55: Region outlining algorithm
a) finding the first pixel
b) direction of search
c) to e) finding the next pixel
f) finished outline

3
4
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After the outline algorithm is finished, the outlined region has to be filled. This is achieved by the
algorithm depicted in Figure 56.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 56: Filling principle

The algorithm starts, working on a temporary array, by filling every pixel that is between two outline
pixels of one row and has outlined or filled pixels in the row above. In Figure 56a the light blue pixels
would be filled, because they have a blue-white outline on the left and right and outlined or filled
pixels above.
The pixels would not be filled, if not every pixel above was outlined or filled (see Figure 56b) or if
there was no outline to the left and right (see Figure 56c).
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b)

c)

Figure 57: Filling from above and below

When this part of the algorithm is applied to the outlined region from Figure 55 the result is the region
in Figure 57a. In this region, more pixels are filled than belong to the desired region (marked by a ).
To compensate this, the filling algorithm is reversed, looking for the connected line below the pixels
and working bottom to top through the same outlined region as the first part of the algorithm. This
results in the Figure 57b, again with more pixels than belong.
The combination of Figure 57a and b, in which only the light blue pixels are kept that are set in both
regions is the desired region (see Figure 57e).
Once the desired region has been found and stored, its pixels are removed from the intrusion map and
the next region can be searched, until all intrusions in the intrusion map have been allocated to a
region.

5.2.4.2 Region size filter
As described in chapter 5.2.2.3, some fluctuation noise remains after filtering. The noise connects to
regions that are smaller than intruding dynamic objects, especially humans. Thus, to eliminate this
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noise, the size of a region is counted while it is being filling (see chapter 5.2.4.1). If this size is below
a certain threshold, the region is dropped from further processing. Figure 58 shows the objects of the
sample workspace set-up that remain after size filtering.

Figure 58: Remaining objects after region size filter

Objects that only partially enter the camera’s view from the outside cause only small regions. For
example this is the case, if only the hand of a human enters the visual field. If the number of pixels in
those regions is smaller than the threshold, they are eliminated as well. Therefore the application of
this filter is only possible in a workplace, where the camera’s view on the robot is larger than the
robot’s possible reach (see Evaluation of safety in chapter 6.3).

5.2.4.3 Distinguishing the robot from objects
To distinguish the robot from other dynamic objects in the environment, the robot’s base was targeted
manually in the intrusion map (see chapter 3.3).
Every region that is extracted by the region growing algorithm (see chapter 5.2.4.1) is cross referenced
with the base’s centre position. If this position is in the given region, the region is set as the robot’s
region, as shown in Figure 59.

Figure 59: Robot region identified by its base’s centre (blue cross)
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Since at this point the fluctuation noise and the robot have been identified, all other intrusions have to
be dynamic objects.
One main advantage of using the grown region rather than the position given by the robot’s PLC itself,
is that the grown regions also automatically include tools and workpieces the robot is wielding.

5.3 Detecting collisions
In the dynamic workplace, collisions between the robot and other dynamic objects are possible. This
can happen due to several facts:
- The robot is approached by dynamic objects while standing still (stopped by the proximity
monitoring).
- The dynamic object is approaching the robot faster than the robot can avoid it, due to its reduced
speed.
- The robot has no more space for avoiding motions.
If a collision between the robot and a dynamic object occurs their corresponding regions would merge,
and the algorithm distinguishing the robot from other objects would include the object into the robot.
This happens, since the robot is detected as the one region that includes the robot’s base centre (see
chapter 5.2.4.3). The dynamic object would then be no longer considered an obstacle for the robot’s
movement and the program would plan the robot’s movement accordingly, leading to possible
injuries / damages to the intruding object.
Figure 60a and b depicts the described case, where one of the dynamic objects from Figure 60a merges
due to its movement with the robot in Figure 60b.
To avoid this problem, the current robot region is checked against the intruding object regions,
detected in the previous frame. If the robot region and the last frame’s object regions overlap, a
collision took place (Figure 60c).
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b)

c)

Figure 60: Detecting collisions by region history

If a collision is detected, the robot has to be stopped by the program. The clearance, to continue with
the working process, can only be manually approved by the responsible operator, as described in
chapter 4.4.3.

5.4 Robot speed control
As described in chapter 2.3.1, the monitoring of the approach from dynamic objects to the robot is
vital for the safety of the whole system, especially for the human operator (see chapter 6.1). Since the
time the program is allowed to react to dangerous situations shrinks with the distance of robot and
objects, the speed of the robot also needs to be reduced, the closer objects get to the robot.
To control the robot’s speed depending on its distance to objects, this distance has to be known. In this
project it was calculated from the images delivered by the camera. Another approach would be to use
the data from the robot’s internal position sensors for the robot’s position and the data from the camera
for the position of the intruding objects only. This approach has the advantage that the robot’s position
can be updated more frequently, but the resulting algorithm is more different to verify. Since the
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algorithm containing the distance measurement is critical for the safety of the whole system, it should
be as simple as possible, in order to be able to be verified. Another aspect is its stability, which would
decrease with increasing complexity.
To calculate the distance between the robot and the other acquired regions, the size of the robot’s
region is enlarged, until it touches an intruding object in one point. Figure 61 shows a screenshot of
this algorithm’s result.
a)

b)

Figure 61: Robot region (green) increased until it touches the (red) intruding person
a) scene from the video on CD, picture shows live scene
picture in picture shows region enlargement overlapped with intensity values, shown on PC
b) enlarged robot and object only, as observed by the 3D camera and shown on the PC

Since the controlling program is to be used in a demonstrative workplace, the algorithm was also to be
designed to show its functionality to the observer. Thus the algorithm was implemented in such a way
that allows a depiction of the enlargement of the robot’s region. By forming rings around the detected
robot region the distance is easily visible to the observer (see Figure 61b).
The single steps of the implemented algorithm are depicted in Figure 62. Figure 62a shows a region
map, with a dark green robot region and a red intruding object region. The robot region is enlarged
stepwise form Figure 62b to e, until it touches the nearest object in Figure 62e.
To enlarge the robot, each pixel in the array containing the robot region is checked for its intrusion
setting. If a pixel indicates an intrusion, all surrounding pixels that contain no intrusion are marked as
intruding regions as well. Since this would cause a chain reaction (similar to the spike filter in 5.2.2.2),
in this case leading to the filling of the complete array in one step, an intermediary step is necessary.
Thus, to enlarge the region stepwise, a secondary array is used, in which the results from the first
array’s search are stored (Figure 62b and d).
Every time a new intrusion is entered into an array, the array containing the dynamic objects is
checked, if it contains an object at that position. In that case the algorithm is stopped. If no dynamic
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object was found during one enlargement step, the arrays are switched. That means in the second step,
the intermediary step’s array is increased and written into the original robot array. This continues, until
a dynamic object is hit by one pixel of an enlarged region (Figure 62e), or all edges of the image are
reached.
a) original

b) intermediary

c) original

d) intermediary

d) original

Figure 62: Region growing algorithm
dark green: robot’s original region
light green: temporary region
red: intruding object

During the execution of the algorithm each loop is counted and the result is stored as the measured
distance in pixels. This result is used to change the robot’s current speed (see chapter 4.4). Since the
size of one pixel varies only slightly at the working distances in the given demonstrator, no
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transformation from pixel to real distance was programmed. This feature can be added in future work
(see chapter 7.2).
For the demonstration of this algorithm, impacting the robot’s current speed, the speed of the robot
was reduced stepwise from 100% at 15 to 0% at 5 pixels distance. These values have to be adapted in
future work, dependant on the respective safety analysis (see chapter 6.3).

5.5 Robot path planning
Building a collaborative workplace, a robot working together with humans, the basic solution is the
described speed control from proximity measurement (see chapter 5.4). This basic solution
implements the required safety, but it induces the problem that the robot often needs to wait for the
humans to clear the working path before it can continue with its task. As described in chapter 2.3.1,
planning a path for the robot around intruding objects in the workplace can reduce the time the robot is
waiting. This optimization in collaboration is the main goal of this thesis.
The path planning algorithm needs to control the robot’s complete process. A robot’s process consists
of moving towards a desired goal in a certain way (direct drive, point to point) – the control of the
trajectory – and in controlling the robot’s tools. Since the given robot was not equipped with any tools,
the control of any tool was neglected. Adding a tool to the robot’s arm would change the physical
boundaries of the robot. In this case, not only the tool handling would have to be implemented in the
controlling program, but the change of the robot’s physique would have to be considered, when
calculating the necessary safety distances during path planning (see chapter 6.3).
To plan a path for the robot around intruding objects, the following points have to be considered:
- The robot’s current position and its relation to the next goal position have to be known, in order
to allow path control (see chapter 5.5.1).
- The camera’s coordinate frame and the robot’s coordinate frame have to be determined and their
relation has to be calculated. This is necessary to compare the robot’s position and its destination,
which are both given in the robot’s coordinate frame, with those of the objects, which are given
in the camera’s coordinate frame (see chapter 5.5.2).
- The reachable space, the space the robot is allowed to reach, has to be determined (see chapter
5.5.3) in order to allow the calculation of an evasion path (see chapter 5.5.5), if intruding objects
are present in the path.
Contrary to the speed control in chapter 5.4, where the information about the object’s and the robot’s
position was solely acquired from the camera, the algorithms in this part rely on the robot’s internal
sensors, to acquire its current position. While the speed control requires the actual shape of the robot,
which is only delivered by the camera, the path planning can work on assumptions of the shape, which
are computed from the robot’s position. The position acquisition from the robot’s internal sensors,
apart from being more precise than the camera’s data, has the advantage of being considerably faster.
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5.5.1 Calculating the distance between the current pose and the goal pose
In order to be able to implement a simple path control, controlling the robot’s movement from a start
point through several sub-goal points to an end point, the program needs to be able to compare the
robot’s current position with that of its next goal. This allows the program to determine whether a goal
has been sufficiently reached and the next goal is to be activated (see chapter 4.4.1).
This comparison was achieved by building a vector from both positions and calculating the length of
the vector. Equation 8 shows the calculation used to calculate the distance from the robot’s current
position to the given goal position.


v 

x

 x goal    ycurrent  y goal   z current  z goal 
2

current

2

2

Equation 8: Length of a vector;
the three dimensional distance of two points [61]

If the distance between the current position and the goal position is below a certain threshold, the next
goal position is activated in the program.

5.5.2 Transformation of coordinate systems
Two coordinate systems exist in the given workplace, the robot’s coordinate system and the camera’s
coordinate system. One common coordinate system is needed for the path planning algorithms.
Therefore both systems have to be merged. The easiest way to accomplish this is the transformation of
one system into the other. For this thesis the robot’s coordinate system has been chosen as the basic
system, because the robot has to be controlled, whereas the objects in the camera’s view only have to
be observed. Using the robot’s coordinate system results in fewer transformations of coordinates and
thus in less computational effort.
To transform the coordinates from the camera’s coordinate system to the robot’s coordinate system,
the shift in the origin and the rotation of the systems towards each other have to be determined.
The transformation of the single coordinates from one system into the other takes place by
multiplication of the position vectors with a homogenous transformation matrix (see Equation 9).
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Equation 9: Transformation Matrix M [61]

This transformation matrix consists of a rotation matrix R3x 3 , giving the rotation from one coordinate
system into the other, and a translation vector T3x1 , giving the shift of the origin of the coordinate
systems.
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Both, the rotation and the translation between the coordinate systems, are defined by the setup of the
workplace. They have to be calculated, if the setup of the workplace was changed. To automatically
acquire the transformation matrix, the workplace was outfitted with three highly reflective balls, used
as reference points, whose coordinates can be determined in the robot’s coordinate frame, as well as in
the camera’s coordinate frame, as described in chapter 4.3.5.
Figure 63 graphically shows the determination of the shift in origin and rotation.
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Figure 63: Gaining the transposition matrix from one coordinate frame to another
P1 to P3 mark the reference points measured by the camera
0 marks the origin of the camera’s coordinate system
P1’ to P3’ and 0’ mark the respective points in the robot’s coordinate system
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Figure 63a to f show the camera’s coordinate system to the left and the robot’s coordinate system to
the right.
The first step in Figure 63a is the determination of the coordinates of the three reference points in both
coordinate systems. In case of the robot’s coordinate system these points have been measured by
moving the robot’s tool centre point above those points and noting the coordinates in the developed
program. Since the robot as well as the reference points have a fixed location in this thesis, these
measurements do not have to be repeated and can thus have been hardcoded in the program. An
approach on the measurement in different workplaces is described in chapter 7.2. For measuring the
points with the camera, a subprogram was created, that allows the user to visually target the reference
points in the GUI. Since the balls are covered in highly reflective material, they show as white pixels
in the reflection image (see Figure 29 in chapter 4.3.5).
To compare the rotations of both coordinate systems, the measurement of these systems in Figure 63a
would be sufficient, if all coordinates were acquired without any error. Since the camera’s
measurement as well as the manual robot measurement both induce small errors, those errors have to
be compensated. The chosen way to achieve this is to create coordinate systems from the measured
points that are equal in their dimensions. This is achieved from Figure 63b to d.
The second step of the algorithm in Figure 63b calculates the vectors from point one to point two and
three in both coordinate systems.
From those two vectors a third vector (Figure 63c) is created, that is orthogonally to both previous
vectors. This is achieved by using the cross product (see Equation 10). Since the points are numbered,
both coordinate systems’ third vector creates a right handed coordinate system.

 p1x   p2 x   p1 y  p2 z  p1z  p2 y 


 
 
 p1 y    p2 y    p1z  p2 x  p1x  p2 z 
p  p  p p  p p 
2y
1y
2x 
 1z   2 z   1x
Equation 10: Cross product of two three-dimensional vectors [61]

Those three vectors build a three dimensional coordinate system in the camera’s respectively robot’s
system. By comparing the rotations of each new system to their own original system, the rotation of
the original systems towards each other could be determined. To compensate for the described errors
in measurement, an additional step was included (Figure 63d) that creates a second orthogonal vector
from the vector between point one and two and the previously calculated orthogonal vector. This
results in three vectors that are orthogonal towards each other. After reducing their length to one, both
coordinate systems are identical in all but their rotation. Thus the numerical errors from measuring are
eliminated in further calculation.
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In Figure 63e the rotational part of the matrix is determined. The camera’s coordinate system matrix is
converted by using the unity matrix into the coordinate system of the robot. In parallel, all used
conversions are applied to a unity matrix, which results in the rotation matrix (see Equation 11).
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Equation 11: Determining a rotation matrix [61]

The translation vector is determined, by rotating the position vector of the first point 0P1 from the
camera’s coordinate frame to the robot’s coordinate frame and by calculating the translation between
this rotated first point with the original first point of the robot’s coordinate frame (see Equation 12).

 k   PR1x   a
 l    P   d
   R1 y  
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b
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f    PC1 y 
i   PC1z 

Equation 12: Determining the translation vector [61]

Graphically this can be described as rotating the camera’s point of origin – 0 – around the first
measurement point – P1 – and then calculating the shift between the rotated camera origin and the
original robot origin – 0 – (see Figure 63f).
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5.5.3 Determining the reachable space
This algorithm is designed to divide the workspace into reachable and unreachable space (as defined
in chapter 4.3.4). Thereby, as defined in chapter 2.3.1, generally all space above and behind a dynamic
object, must not be accessible to the robot and thereby builds the unreachable space.
Figure 64 shows the result of the algorithm, as it is depicted on the computer screen, showing the
green robot, a red intruding object and the blue border of the reachable space.

Figure 64: Image depicting the reachable space to the user

The algorithm, used to create this result, is depicted in Figure 65.
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c)

d)
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f)

Figure 65: Determining the reachable space
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From the intrusion map, shown in Figure 65a, the robot area is excluded.
In Figure 65b the algorithm calculates a line from the centre of the robot’s base position to the first
pixel on the border of the intrusion map. Along this line every pixel that is crossed by the line is
checked for intrusion. If a pixel containing an intrusion is found, as well as when the border-pixel is
reached, the algorithm stores that pixel as an unreachable pixel and the next border-pixel is tried to be
reached (Figure 65c and d – stopped at the blue pixels).
The algorithm checks each border-pixel once, until all border-pixels are checked, as shown in Figure
65e.
From the remembered pixels in Figure 65e, the border of the reachable space is generated (Figure 65f)
by drawing a closed line (borderline) through the remembered pixels. This borderline marks the first
pixels that can not be reached.

5.5.4 Selection of significant part
When the robot is moving from one point to another, not all of the reachable space is necessary to
compute the collision free space, but only the part that is between the current robot position and the
position of the goal.
Therefore, in this algorithm:
- The borderline is transformed from the camera’s coordinate system into the robot’s coordinate
system.
- The coordinates of the pixels of the borderline are transformed from Cartesian coordinate system
to Polar coordinate system, the system of the robot’s axes.
- The significant part of the borderline lying between the current robot’s angle and the goal
position’s angle is selected.
The first step in the selection algorithm, transforming the values of the borderline into the robot
coordinate system, is achieved by applying the transformation matrix determined in chapter 5.5.2.
There are problems that have to be solved before transforming the values:
- It was observed during this thesis that in the outer regions of the acquired distance images the
camera’s measurements sometimes wrongly show a very short distance.
- The safety distance has to be dependant on the tool centre point’s height, since the robot can
work directly below an intrusion, as long as the angle of the camera allows a clear separation (see
Figure 66) of the robot and the intruding object.
- The reverse of the second point is true as well, where a high position of the tool centre point casts
a blind spot on intruding objects that are farther away in the horizontal direction but on a lower
position.
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Camera

intruding Object

Robot
Blind Spot

Blind Spot

Figure 66: Robot working below intruding object

To overcome the camera errors and reduce later computational effort, dealing with the blind spots and
their merging, the applied transformation does not use the actual distance values measured by the
camera. Instead, it sets the height of the measured distances, before their transformation into the
camera’s Cartesian coordinate system, to the current height of the tool centre point of the robot (see
Figure 67). This height can be reliably acquired from the robot’s internal sensors.
Camera

intruding Object

virtual
intruding Object

Robot
Blind Spot

Blind Spot

Figure 67: Resetting the height of intruding objects to match the robot’s tool centre point

In this thesis, the height value of the robot’s tool centre point does not change in the test program.
Thus it was possible to set this value as a fixed value in the coordinate’s transformation. This will be
adapted in future work for dynamic heights, as described in chapter 7.2.
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The transformed values are in the robot’s Cartesian coordinate system. Further computation in this
algorithm is easier, if the coordinates are transformed into the robot’s Polar coordinate system. The
representation of the borderline values of the reachable space is thus changed

 x

 

 

 

from   , x and y being the horizontal Cartesian coordinates, to   ,
y
l
where  is the angle of the robot’s first axis at the given Cartesian coordinate, and l is the distance
between the coordinate and the robot base’s centre. The height value z can be dropped at this point,
since all values have the same height as the robot’s tool centre point after the previous conversion.
The selection of the significant part is then every value where

 current     goal if  current   goal ,
or

 goal     current if  goal   current .

Figure 68 shows the definition of the significant part, Figure 68a showing the complete borderline, the
current position and the goal position. In Figure 68b the borderline is reduced to the significant part.
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Figure 68: Selection of the significant part

The orange line in Figure 68 shows the shortest connection of the current position and the goal, a
straight line. This line can only be chosen, if it is not violated by any intrusion.
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5.5.5 Calculating the shortest evasion path
For safety reasons, the length value in each point of the borderline from the previous chapter (5.5.4) is
reduced by a certain value, effectively increasing the distance the robot has to keep from intruding
objects by creating a safety borderline (see Figure 69a). As described in the outlook of this work
(chapter 7.2), this increase in the safety distance will later be dynamical, dependant on several factors
like the objects current speed and direction of movement.
If the current goal position of the robot is blocked by an intruding object, it is relocated at its given
angle. Its new position is the same as the point of the safety borderline at that angle. This allows the
robot to drive as close to its goal as possible.
As a next step towards the shortest evasion path, all parts of the safety border line that are further away
than the direct path between the current angle and the goal angle are neglected (see Figure 69b). This
safes computational effort in later steps.
b)
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Figure 69: a) Red safety border line and b) its significant part

To find those parts of the safety borderline that are closer to the robot base’s centre than the direct path
to the goal, the intersections of the line connecting the current position and the goal position and the
line from the centre of the robot to the individual safety borderline-points are computed (see Equation
13).
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 Current x 
 Current x  Goal x   0   Borderlinex 

   
      

 Current y 
 Current y  Goal y   0   Borderline y 
 

Current x  Goal x   Current y  Current y  Goal y  Current x
Current y  Goal y  Borderlinex  Current x  Goal x  Borderline y
Equation 13: Intersecting two lines [61]

If the calculated  , the length of the vector from the robot base’s centre to the safety borderline-point,
is less than 1, the point can be ignored in further processing, because it lies behind the direct
connection of current position and goal.
Using the remaining points of the safety borderline, a path has to be found between the current
position and the goal position that is avoiding this safety borderline and is as short as possible, in order
to avoid the dynamic objects and optimize the execution time. The used algorithm assumes that the
robot can always evade towards its base, which is true if only intruding objects have to be considered.
A sample safety borderline is shown in Figure 70. This line will serve as an example. The line includes

al

an

gle

current angle

five remaining points, each depicted as a cross.

Figure 70: Sample intrusion map

The shortest path along a safety borderline is always defined through the fact that all of its angles turn
in one direction.
The single steps of the devised algorithm to find such a path are depicted in Figure 71, starting with
the first step in Figure 71a and ending with the final result in Figure 71f.
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Figure 71: Graphical explanation of the calculation of the shortest evasion path

The calculations that lead to the results depicted by the images are:
- A straight line is drawn from the first to the last point (Figure 71a)
- The next point is checked, whether it is “below” the first line (closer to the robot) and if so it is
set as the start-pixel for the current line. (Figure 71b)
- Step one and two are repeated, until no more pixels are below the current line (Figure 71c).
- The current line is stored and a new line is begun.
- The new line is drawn from the fist pixel to the start of the recently stored line (Figure 71d).
- Step one and two are repeated, until no more pixels are below the new line (Figure 71e).
- Again, a new line is drawn from the first pixel to the start of the recently stored line (Figure 71f).
The algorithm is finished, if the stored line begins in the first pixel.
A flowchart, showing the complete algorithm, is shown in Figure 72.
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Start of Algorithm

End = last Pixel

End = Start of Line

Start = first Pixel

yes

Start =
End?

Store (Line)

no
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Line = line from
Start to End
no

Start =
above Line?
no

Start = Start+1

Start =
End?

yes

End of Algorithm

Figure 72: Flowchart for the “shortest Line” algorithm

The final path, starting at the robot’s current position, is the combination of this position and of all
stored endpoints of the lines, beginning with the endpoint of the latest line that has been stored.
This first endpoint is transmitted as an intermediary goal point to the robot controlling task (see
chapter 4.4). The remaining points need not be transmitted, since the path is continuously recalculated.
If no changes of the intruding dynamic objects occur in the workplace while the robot is moving, the
next point in line will be transmitted when the first intermediary point is reached. If changes occur the
respective new intermediary goal point is transmitted.
As described in chapter 4.4.1 the robot can not approach every position as exactly as its sensors can
measure the robot’s current position. Thus to avoid problems in the path execution, a goal point is not
transmitted if it is within 3 cm of the current position of the robot’s tool centre point. In this case the
first goal position is transmitted that is father away than 3 cm.
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6 Evaluating the safety of the system
The primary goal of this master thesis was a feasibility study on realizing a working collaboration
workplace, a workplace where human and robot work alongside each other. This goal has been
reached, as described in previous chapters.
The safety of the testing environment was verified by the application of a hold to run button and the
reduced speed of the robot. Realizing such a workplace in praxis would require an integration of safety
with a reduced inclusion of humans into the safety concept.
For the integration of safety in robot workplaces there are several regulations to be considered. Apart
from formal requirements those regulations also contain requirements on safety. Considering those
safety requirements is made easier by applying appropriate standards.
The main point of the developed approach is to ensure the safety distance between robot and human.
The safety distance required by the given workplace is evaluated, based on the performance of its
components and the developed program. Afterwards the reverse is computed, taking a desired safety
distance and showing the necessary performance in the components.
The results are compared, showing the state of development of the system and the necessary
improvements.

6.1 Regulations
When placing machinery on the market and/or putting it into service several regulations have to be
applied. In the European Common Market requirements are laid down in directives for most products,
so called harmonized products. When concentrating on the requirements of this robot working place,
especially on its safety, the main European directives that have to be considered are:
- Machinery Directive 98/37/EC – until 28.12.2009
- Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC – from 29.12.2009
- Pressure equipment Directive 97/23/EC
- Low voltage Directive 2006/95/EC
- EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
Those directives have to be transposed into national law by the member states without changes. Thus
it is possible for this project to relay on the European law, making the results of the project applicable
in the whole common market.
Considering the safety problems induced by the new approach on collaboration of human and robot,
only the requirements of the machinery directive are important. The safety requirements of all other
regulations are not relevant for this new concept. Their application causes no special problems that
have not already been solved in today’s workplaces.
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Since the realization in praxis of the presented concept will still need some time, the old machinery
directive 98/37/EC can be disregarded in the considerations of this thesis.

6.1.1 Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
Robots, as all machinery, are included in the scope of the Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC). The
requirements on the placing on the market of machinery are laid down in article 5. The safety
requirements are formulated in article 5 a.
“Article 5
Placing on the market and putting into service
1. Before placing machinery on the market and/or putting it into service, the manufacturer or
his authorised representative shall:
(a) ensure that it satisfies the relevant essential health and safety requirements set out in
Annex I;” [66]
The article 5 a refers to annex I, where the relevant essential health and safety requirements are
formulated in detail.
The main requirements, important for the new hazards induced by the presented solution in this thesis
are:
- 1.1.2. Principles of safety integration
- 1.2.1. Safety and reliability of control systems
- 1.2.2. Control devices
- 1.2.3. Starting
- 1.3.7. Risks related to moving parts
The most important aspects of those requirements are as follows:
 1.1.2. Principles of safety integration
(a) Machinery must be designed and constructed so that it is fitted for its function, and can be
operated, adjusted and maintained without putting persons at risk when these operations are
carried out under the conditions foreseen but also taking into account any reasonably
foreseeable misuse thereof. […]
(b) In selecting the most appropriate methods, the manufacturer or his authorised
representative must apply the following principles, in the order given:
— eliminate or reduce risks as far as possible (inherently safe machinery design and
construction),
— take the necessary protective measures in relation to risks that cannot be eliminated,
— inform users of the residual risks […]
 1.2.1. Safety and reliability of control systems
Control systems must be designed and constructed in such a way as to prevent hazardous
situations from arising. […]
— a fault in the hardware or the software of the control system does not lead to hazardous
situations,
— errors in the control system logic do not lead to hazardous situations […]
 1.2.2. Control devices
[…]
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Where a control device is designed and constructed to perform several different actions, namely
where there is no one-to-one correspondence, the action to be performed must be clearly
displayed and subject to confirmation, where necessary. […]
 1.2.3. Starting
It must be possible to start machinery only by voluntary actuation of a control device provided
for the purpose. […]
For machinery functioning in automatic mode, the starting of the machinery, restarting after a
stoppage, or a change in operating conditions may be possible without intervention, provided
this does not lead to a hazardous situation. […]
 1.3.7. Risks related to moving parts
The moving parts of machinery must be designed and constructed in such a way as to prevent
risks of contact which could lead to accidents or must, where risks persist, be fitted with guards
or protective devices. […] [66]

6.2 Standards
Generally directives all require applying the state of the art. When using so called harmonized
standards, the manufacturer has the consumption of conformity. That means he can assume that he has
fulfilled the essential health and safety requirements, as laid down in the technical annexes of the
directives. In the machinery directive this is formulated in article 2 l.
“Article 2 (l):
‘harmonised standard’ means a non-binding technical specification adopted by a
standardisation body, namely the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN), the
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation (CENELEC) or the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), on the basis of a remit issued by the
Commission in accordance with the procedures laid down in Directive 98/34/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 22 June 1998 laying down a procedure for the
provision of information in the field of technical standards and regulations and of rules on
Information Society services.” [66]
Standards are divided into A, B and C norms, ranging from fundamental safety standards which are
applicable to all machinery (type A) over standards dealing with aspects of safety that can be applied
across a group of machinery (type B) to specific standards, applicable to a specific type of machinery
(type C).
Since the approach given in this project is still under development no type C standard that matches the
complete project exists. Thus, where possible, only type A and B standards can be used. Type C
standards can only be used in parts.
The standards to be considered in a collaborative robot workplace are especially:
Type A:
- EN 12100-1 “Safety of machinery — Basic concepts, general principles for design — Part 1:
Basic terminology, methodology”
This standard covers the complete first part of annex I of the Machinery Directive. Therefore it
covers also the points listed in chapter 6.1.1.
- EN ISO 14121 “Safety of machinery — Risk assessment — Part 1: Principles”
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This standard contains a concept that can be used to reach the goals for the risk assessment which
is required according to the general principles of annex I of the Machinery Directive respectively
by EN 12100-1.
Type B:
- EN 999 “Safety of machinery — The positioning of protective equipment in respect of approach
speeds of parts of the human body”
This standard “provides parameters based on values for hand/arm and approach speeds and the
methodology to determine the minimum distances from specific sensing or actuating devices of
protective equipment to a danger zone” [69].
- EN ISO 13857 “Safety of machinery — Safety distances to prevent hazard zones being reached
by upper and lower limbs”
This standard gives distances that have to be kept between hazardous areas and openings in
protective devices. Those values are designed to fit 95% of the population.
- EN ISO 13849-1 “Safety of machinery — Safety-related parts of control systems — Part 1:
General principles for design”
This standard “provides safety requirements and guidance on the principles for the design and
integration of safety-related parts of control systems” [72]. It covers the determination of the
required performance level that a control has to achieve for a specific task and the evaluation of
the performance level the given control is achieving.
Type C:
- EN ISO 10218-1 “Robots for Industrial Environment — Safety requirements — Part 1:Robot”
This standard “specifies requirements and guidelines for the inherent safe design, protective
measures and information for use of industrial robots […]. It describes basic hazards associated
with robots, and provides requirements to eliminate or adequately reduce the risks associated
with these hazards.” [70]
The type A standards are too general to be applied in the course of this thesis.
The type B and C standards are explained further in the following chapters.

6.2.1 Safety of machinery – Safety distances to prevent hazard zones being
reached by upper and lower limbs
EN ISO 13857:2008 (EN 294:1992)
This standard [73] is on safety distances to prevent humans from reaching harmful objects.
In this project an offset had to be chosen for the measured distance values, in order to decrease the
amount of fluctuation noise (see chapter 4.3.3). This offset needed to be as large as possible, while still
allowing intruding objects to be recognized.
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Among other values, the EN 13857 [73] gives a maximum height of 120 mm above ground that can be
left free when installing a fence. Thus this value was chosen as the desired value for the programmed
“flexible fence”.
If those 120 mm are applied, the safety distance to the hazard zone has to be 850 mm for the safety of
upper appendages, respectively 1100 mm for the safety of lower appendages.

6.2.2 Safety of machinery – The positioning of protective equipment in respect of
approach speeds of parts of the human body
EN 999:1998
The goal of the project is to safely avoid the collision between robot and humans. When using
protective equipment in this task, in the case of this project the 3D camera combined with the data
evaluating algorithms, safety distances have to be kept to compensate the systems stopping
performance.
The standard EN 999 gives formulas, regarding the positioning of protective equipment in respect of
approach speeds of parts of the human body. Applying those formulas to the present system results in
the necessary safety distance that has to be kept between robot and human at all times.
Critical for the positioning of the protective devices is the overall system stopping performance T
(see Equation 14).

T  t1  t 2
Equation 14: Overall system stopping performance, according to [69]

t1 is the maximum time between the actuation of the sensing function and the output signal switching
devices being in the full state, [69]

t 2 is the maximum response time of the machine, i.e. the time required to stop the machine or remove
the risk after receiving the output signal from the protective equipment. [69]
Since the used 3D camera in this project has a maximum detection capability of below 40 mm in
diameter (20 mm resolution at 4 m distance and 25 mm resolution at 5 m distance, according to [55])
the formula given in chapter 6.1.1 of the standard EN 999 has to be applied to the reaction time
(Equation 15):

S  K  T   C
Equation 15: Minimum distance S from the danger zone to the detection zone [69]

S is the desired distance between the danger zone and the detection zone,

K is a fixed factor:
- 2000 mm/s if S is below or equal to 500 mm
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- 1600 mm/s if S is equal to or greater than 500 mm

T is the calculated time in Equation 14
C is a constant for the protective equipment, derived from its detection capability:
- C  8  d  14mm  , where d is the resolution of the protective equipment
- C  48mm at 4 m distance
- C  72mm at 5 m distance
The constant C represents the ability of the protective equipment to recognize hands, fingers, etc.

6.2.3 Safety of machinery – Safety-related parts of control systems – Part 1:
General principles for design
EN ISO 13849-1
This standard can be applied to design the safety of the used equipment. Since in this thesis the
developed equipment was left unsafe and the system was secured by other means only the necessary
safety is evaluated at this point.
Figure A.1 of the standard gives an overview at how to choose the performance level the combined
components need to achieve. Applying the graph shown in Figure 73 results in a required performance
level of e, since the possible injuries are serious (S2), the exposure in a collaborative workplace is
continuous (F2) and the possibility of avoiding a 4 m/sec fast robot are scarcely possible (P2).

Figure 73: Risk graph of the EN 13849-1 [72]

The performance level e also requires the control to achieve category 3 to 4, according to figure 5 of
the standard (see Figure 74).
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Figure 74: Relationship between categories, DCavg, MTTFd of each channel and PL of the EN 13849-1 [72]

The standard has special requirements on systems with those categories:
In categories [..] 3 and 4, improved performance in respect of a specified safety function is
achieved predominantly by improving the structure of the SRP/CS. [..] In categories 3 and 4
this is provided by ensuring that the single fault will not lead to the loss of the safety function.
In category 4, and whenever reasonably practicable in category 3, such faults will be detected.
In category 4 the resistance to the accumulation of faults will be specified. [72]
The necessity for the application of the highest performance level can be avoided, if the speed of the
robot is sufficiently reduced. If this reduction in speed allows the possible avoidance of harm by the
operator, the required performance level can be reduced to performance level d, as shown in Figure
75.

Figure 75: Risk graph of the EN 13849-1 [72], reduced robot speed
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This reduction in the required performance level also lowers the requirements on the category of the
used system, as shown in Figure 76.

Figure 76: Relationship between categories, DCavg, MTTFd of each channel and PL of the EN 13849-1 [72]

This would allow the application of controls with category 2 or higher.
The reduced robot speed, which is necessary if a lower performance level is to be used, can be
achieved mechanically, by constructing a robot that can not move faster, or electronically, e. g. by
observing the robot’s speed with a safety controller (see chapter 3.1).
Reducing the speed mechanically has the disadvantage that the robot can not move faster if no
operator is present in the robot’s vicinity and also that existing robots can not be easily updated to
collaborative workspaces.
Reducing the speed electronically has the disadvantage that this reduction in speed has to be safe as
well. Therefore the risk graph has to be applied, based on the robot moving with a speed of 4 m/sec.
Thus the control, which enforces the electronic speed reduction, has to comply with performance
level e (see Figure 73). If sensors are used that observe the working place, distinguishing between the
presence and absence of operators in the robot’s vicinity, they have to comply with the requirements
of performance level e as well.

6.2.4 Robots for Industrial Environment – Safety requirements – Part 1: Robot
EN 10218-1
To achieve conformity with the machinery directive (see chapter 6.1.1) to the point of “presumption of
conformity” harmonized standards have to be applied that cover all hazards related to the machinery.
The applicant can assure the coverage of all relevant hazards for his special machinery by applying
type C standards. The standard EN 10218-1 [70] is such a standard for robots.
This type C standard contains general remarks on the developed approach, the “flexible fence”:
 5.12.3 Safety-rated soft axis and space limiting
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“Soft limits are software-defined spaces that define the restricted space where the robot is
inhibited from exiting or entering while in automatic mode or any mode using speeds above
reduced speed. […] Motion may be restricted to keep the robot inside the defined space or to
prevent the robot from entering or accessing the defined excluded space.
[…]
A safety-rated soft limit shall be set as a stationary zone that cannot be changed without a
system power up condition and shall not be changed dynamically. […]” [70]
 5.12.4 Dynamic limiting devices
“Dynamic limiting is the automatically controlled change in a robot’s restricted space during a
portion of the robot system’s cycle. Control devices such as, but not limited to, cam operated
limit switches, light curtains [...] may be utilized to further limit robot movement within the
restricted space while the robot performs its task programme provided the device and
associated controls are capable of stopping the robot motion under rated load and speed
conditions and the associated safety controls comply with category 3 of ISO 13849-1, unless a
risk assessment is performed and determines that another category is required.” [70]
While the standard allows “dynamic limiting devices”, such as the flexible fence, it forbids the
inclusion of this fence in the safety concept of the used robots safety trips (see chapter 3.1), since it
demands for the robot’s control to be rebooted for every change.
The connection of safety trips and developed approach is not yet realized, but in order to achieve the
category 3, as requested by this standard and the EN 13849-1 as well (see chapter 6.2.3), this would be
an advantageous step in the future.
The standard therefore can be applied only in parts. Future developments in the field of collaborative
workplaces, “flexible fences” becoming state of the art, will possibly lead to changes in this standard.

6.3 Achieved safety
To estimate the achieved safety of the workplace, the system was tested on its performance. From this
performance the necessary safety distance of the system is calculated in this chapter. During the course
of this chapter the used equipment is treated as if it were safe, knowing well that this is not the case.
All tests were performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo E8200 (2.66 GHz), equipped with 2 GB of RAM,
running WinXP SP2. The developed program was executed in the debug mode of Visual Studio 2008
Version 9.0.30729.1 SP, in order to acquire the different runtimes.
The additional computational overhead of the debug mode has only minor influences in the complete
runtime, since the largest amount of time is used for communication between camera, PC and robot’s
PLC.
The error in measurement is too low to have a visible influence and was thus omitted in this chapter. If
the presented calculations would not be done to show a measurement of the achieved results of this
thesis and the constructed demonstrator, but to calculate the performance of such a system in industrial
praxis, an additional error calculation would be necessary.
Due to the necessary accuracy of the camera, used in the workplace, only 10 frames per second (FPS)
could be delivered by the camera. The camera is able to deliver more frames per second, but when it
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does not deliver the maximum amount, its internal chip is already using filters to combine the
internally taken images, reducing the fluctuation noise. The increase in fluctuation noise would have
made the application of additional filters necessary that work on multiple images. Thus the FPS would
have been reduced in the program and additional computational effort would have been necessary.
The performance of the camera control thread is thus limited in its execution time to a maximum of
10 FPS, a reaction time of 0.1 seconds.
The first performance test used the reachable space computation (see chapter 4.3.4) with different
offsets. The worst case for the reachable space computation is an environment free of objects, which
was chosen in the test. During the test the offset value was increased, reducing the amount of
fluctuation noise that had to be filtered. Figure 77 shows the measured results, including the median
value of all measurements, the maximum (best case) value and the minimum (worst case) value
observed.
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Figure 77: Reachable space computation, no intrusion present

The test showed that the developed filter algorithms are dependant in their performance on the present
noise. The filters are able to perform sufficiently at an offset of 12 cm, the maximum value that is
allowed according to EN 13857 (see chapter 6.2.1).
Since the calculation of the distance between the robot and intruding objects is more complex than the
reachable space computation, only the offset of 12 cm was tested with the distance calculation. This
algorithm takes longer, the farther away an intruding object is, because it has to execute more cycles to
find the object. Thus it was tested with different distances of an intruding object to the robot. The
maximum distance tested, 14 pixels (see chapter 5.4), is the distance at which the first decrease in the
robot’s speed is induced by the program. Figure 78 shows the measured results, including the median
value of all measurements, the maximum (best case) value and the minimum (worst case) value
observed.
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Offset: 12 cm
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Figure 78: Distance calculation, intrusion at different distances to the robot, offset at 12cm

From those measurements it can be seen that the camera control thread, using the desired offset of
12 cm, works on at least 9 FPS with reachable space computation and decreases to at least 6 FPS with
the calculation of the distance.
Thus the reaction time of the camera control thread is:
- reachable space: 111 ms
- distance calculation: 167 ms
Within those reaction times, the acquisition of a single frame of the camera is already included. This
means that 100 ms of every camera control thread cycle is not used for calculation but is idle time,
waiting on the next image.
The path planning thread proved to be too fast to allow the measuring of a single cycle. Thus it is
assumed at 1 ms.
The robot control thread, communicating with the robot’s PLC, used around 63 ms to complete one
cycle most of the time. At 5 % of the measured cycles it used as much as 78 ms and the worst result
measured was 100 ms. The responses of the PLC to the separate commands were already included in
this time. The thread has to be assumed with its worst result, 100 ms.
When combining all those reaction times, it has to be taken into account that the path planning and the
robot control thread need the results of the previous threads to achieve their task. Because the threads
are not timed, threads can start their computation with old results, just before the previous thread is
finished. Thus, when computing the worst reaction time, the secondary threads have to be counted
twice.
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Applying the doubling of thread-time to the results of the single threads leads to an overall reaction
time of the program of 313 ms when executing the evasion path via the reachable space (see Figure
79) and 369 ms when executing the speed control via distance computation (see Figure 80).
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Figure 79: Overall reaction time of the program when executing the evasion path
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Figure 80: Overall reaction time of the program when executing the speed control

The implementation of synchronisation was omitted in this project, because other advantages would be
lost. For example, if the robot control is completely integrated into the robot, the position of the robot
is much faster than the acquisition of the camera data. Thus the robot’s collision status could be
rechecked several times for single images. Additionally the doubling of the runtime of a single process
is a major problem of the robot control thread only, a thread whose execution time will be largely
improved if this project’s results are directly implemented into the robot’s PLC and safety controller.
To get the performance of the complete system, consisting of the developed program, the 3D camera
and the robot’s PLC, the other components have to be added to the evaluation as well.
- The camera, acquiring 10 frames per second, can be assumed with a reaction time of 100 ms.
- The time to transfer the data via USB can be neglected because it is already included in the
calculated program time of the camera control thread.
- The time to transfer the data via TCP/IP can also be neglected because it is already included in
the calculated program time of the robot control thread.
- The reaction time of the robot’s PLC, to stop the robot after a received command can be assumed
at 20 ms after a command has been received.
Those points combine into an overall reaction time of 333 ms for the evasion path (see Figure 81) and
389 ms for the execution of the speed control (see Figure 82).
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Figure 81: Overall system stopping performance when executing the evasion path
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Figure 82: Overall system stopping performance when executing the speed control

From the acquired overall system stopping performance, the necessary safety distance can be
computed with the help of EN 999 (see Equation 15, chapter 6.2.2).
For these computations, the position of the camera is assumed at 4.12 m above the floor. This value
consists of a 4 m maximum detection range for the camera and an offset of 12 cm.

S  1600mm / s  333ms   48mm  580.8mm
Equation 16: Minimum Distance from the detection zone [69],
evasion path, camera mounted at 4.12 m

S  1600mm / s  389ms   48mm  670.4mm
Equation 17: Minimum Distance from the detection zone [69],
speed control, camera mounted at 4.12 m

These safety distances have to be kept between robot and intruding object. Since the robot is also
moving, the distances have to be increased by the distance the robot can move in that time. The robot
is restricted to a speed of 250 mm/s.
Thus another 83.25 mm have to be added to Equation 16, resulting in a safety distance of 664.05 mm.
The result of Equation 17 is increased by another 97.25 mm to a required distance of 767.65 mm.
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The safety distance of 1100 mm, according to EN 13857 in chapter 6.2.1, has not to be added,
according to EN 999. The EN 999 already takes into account the crawling below the lowest beam of
the protective device. For the used device setup, it gives the recommendation for the height of the
“lowest beam” of protective equipment to be at 300 mm. Thus the 120 mm, which were applied in
accordance with EN 13857 are just an enhancement of the safety measures.
The result for the determination of the necessary safety distance is:
- 664.05 mm for the evasion path
- 767.65 mm for the speed control
The distance of 767.65 mm, determined in the speed control is farther than the distance covered by the
assumed 14 lines at which the algorithm starts to react. Increasing the lines would reduce the reaction
time further, thus demanding another increase and so on. It has to be kept in mind that this particular
algorithm was designed with respect to its presentability and not its speed in execution. Further
projects have to implement alternative algorithms, that focus more on their execution time.
Since those distances are not yet practical for demonstration, especially when the robot is only moving
slowly, additional or alternative protective equipment was used, as proposed by the methodology of
the standard EN 999. Thus, to be able to demonstrate the algorithms with shorter distances between
robot and human, the hold to run button of the control panel was used in the course of this project as
alternative protective equipment.

6.4 Desired safety
To be able to use the system in praxis, a safety distance of 500 mm, according to EN 349 [68] the
safety distance against crushing of the human body, would be applicable. In this chapter it is shown,
how short the reaction time of a system needs to be, in order to allow such a safety distance, while still
operating the robot at full speed.
Equation 16 is expanded by the distance the robot can move during the reaction time of the system,
resulting in Equation 18.

S R  K  T   C  VR  T 
Equation 18: Safety distance of the robot, including the robot’s velocity

In Equation 19 the values are inserted, including the maximum speed of the robot, 4 m/s. This speed is
far greater than the safety speed (250 mm/s), used in this project.

500mm  1600mm / s  T   48mm  4000mm / s  T 
452mm
T 
5600mm / s
 T  81ms
Equation 19: Desired reaction time of the complete system
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The result is a required reaction time of 81 ms, which is even faster than the used camera.

6.5 Comparison of achieved and desired safety
Chapter 6.3 and 6.4 showed the difference of the safety distance that can already be achieved and the
safety distance that would be practicable in industrial applications.
It has to be kept in mind that the hardware used in this project is not designed to be fast but to be
flexible. It is reasonable to assume that hardware designed for the task can execute the desired
functionality within a few milliseconds. The implementation of this hardware into the robot’s control
would allow the robot to respond within a few milliseconds as well.
Running the camera at 20 frames per second could then achieve the desired result from chapter 6.4.
If a closer collaboration of human and robot is desired, the speed of the robot could be reduced, as it
was done in this project. Reducing it to a speed of 2 m/sec would result in a necessary reaction time of
125 ms (see Equation 20).

500mm  1600mm / s  T   48mm  2000mm / s  T 
452mm
T 
3600mm / s
 T  125ms
Equation 20: Desired reaction time of the complete system,
robot standing still

This reaction time of 125 ms is already within the possible boundaries of such a system.
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7 Conclusion and Outlook
7.1 Conclusion
This work shows new ways towards a collaborative workplace, using a 3D camera and a PC program,
to allow an industrial robot and humans to work alongside each other.
Two approaches towards this goal have been implemented in the course of the project. The first is a
speed control based on proximity monitoring. The second is a path planning algorithm that plans a
collision free trajectory of the robot arm, based on the location of dynamic objects, the position of the
robot and its goal.
The resulting demonstrator, programmed during the course of this work, uses both approaches
separately, demonstrating their functionality. The developed workplace has been successfully
demonstrated during presentations at the BGIA and has proven to function reliably. While still tasks
remain for further studies (see chapter 7.2), the stability of the system was seldom disturbed by outside
influences. Only two specific pieces of clothing (a grey jeans and a black shirt) proved to be
problematic to the developed algorithm because of their unexpected values from the 3D camera’s
measurement.
Due to a problem in the external control mode of the robot, which is caused by the robot’s PLC, the
robot tends to judder if goal changes occur in the direct drive mode. This has no influences on the
functionality but only in the smoothness of the path execution in this mode.
The algorithms, the PC and the sensor equipment used in the demonstrative workplace have not been
designed towards the necessary safety, but have only been implemented for this case study. The safety
of the system at this stage is ensured by the application of a hold to run button.
If the complete project is implemented for industrial purpose and both approaches are combined, only
the control of the robot’s speed needs to be safe. The trajectory will only allow the robot to use its full
potential. The advantage of this approach, other than the reduced demand on the safety of the planning
of the trajectory, is that the algorithm of the trajectory planning can be changed afterwards without
reevaluation of the safety of the whole system.
As chapter 6.3 showed, the system is not ready for industrial application at this point. In chapter 6.5 a
conclusion was formulated from the observed performances, resulting in the observation that the
designed system, implemented in special hardware, could be used to control a robot at 2 m/sec with a
safety distance of 500 mm.
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7.2 Outlook
During the course of this work, several points have been found that would improve the project and
thus need further evaluation:
- The depiction of the running algorithms need to be reprogrammed in OpenGL. This would allow
a three dimensional depiction of the computed results to the operator, without additional
computational effort.
- The effort in the set-up of the system and the controlling of the developed program needs to be
automated.
- The problems induced by badly reflecting material (see chapter 3.2) need to be dealt with. One
way to do this would be to detect “holes” in the workplace and treat them as intrusions as well.
- The set-up of the transformation matrix (see chapter 5.5.2) could be automated, by giving the
robot a reference block as a tool and using computer vision algorithms to find the position of the
tool in the camera’s coordinate system. This would also allow the computation of a calibration
matrix for the camera, because the positions delivered by the internal sensors of the robot are
much more precise.
- If the transformation matrix is automatically set up, the position of the robot base’s centre can be
calculated as well (compare chapter 4.3.5). Its radius could be extracted from known physical
parameters of the robot.
- The distance between the robot and dynamic objects is currently calculated in the value “pixel”
(see chapter 5.4). It needs to be advanced to show the real distance.
- An aspect important to the feeling of safety is the speed and velocity of the robot, when it is
approaching a human. This aspect, shown in previous work [77], was thoroughly investigated by
Thiemermann [12]. The speed control in this work is only based on proximity (see chapter 5.4)
and not on the direction of the robot’s movement. Further projects should include this direction
into the speed calculation.
- The height value of the robot’s tool centre used in the transformation of camera coordinates for
path planning is fixed in the program (see chapter 5.5.2). It needs to be programmed as a flexible
value.
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- The increase in the safety distance, described in chapter 5.5.5, can be made dynamic, dependant
on several factors:
o

The size of the robot’s current tool

o

The speed of the robot and of dynamic objects

o

The direction of the movement of robot and dynamic objects

o

The robot’s maximal physical dimension at that distance

- The problem of the robot’s juddering in direct drive mode (see chapter 7.1) needs either to be
fixed by the robot’s manufacturer or a workaround using the point to point mode needs to be
programmed.
- For the application in praxis, the safety controller of the robot would have to be included in the
process of object avoidance.
The basic function, necessary for the safety of the desired approach of a flexible fence, is already
implemented by the safety trips of REIS [48]. They act as a virtual wall, through which the robot
is not allowed to move. This could be used to secure a safe execution of the commands of the PC.
Today those safety trips, in accordance with EN 10218-1 [70], can not be changed during the
runtime of the control but only during its start-up phase, thus building a rigid fence.
- The application of human models to the detected dynamic intrusions would allow the algorithms
to predict occlusion of the workspace in the future. This would enable the path planning
algorithm to compute more optimal trajectories. The proximity monitoring, which needs to be
safe, can not profit from predictions.
- Previous work discussed the usage of splines to smoothen the robot’s trajectory. Field tests in this
work showed that those splines were not helpful, due to the slow movement of the robot and the
problems with a smooth driving (juddering – see above). Later versions of this project should
study this subject further, after the removal of the juddering.
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